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ABSTRACT 

Over time, Manhattan, New York has become home to thousands of Korean and Japanese 

people. These groups have brought their languages and cultures with them, along with a drive to 

be successful. To better understand the representation of these minority languages within the 

landscape, an analysis must be done on the landscape and on the representation of these minority 

groups. This study examines the linguistic landscape of Koreatown and Japantown in Manhattan, 

focusing on the representation of culture and identity in the landscape. In addition, language 

policies and linguistic boundaries are examined for insight into the formation and representation 

of signs in these linguistic landscapes. All signs in Koreatown and signs pertaining to Japanese 

establishments in the unofficially labeled Japantown were photographed and categorized. 

Surveys were randomly conducted with pedestrians and shop workers of Korean or Japanese 

ethnicity. Signs were examined for representation of the respective languages in their linguistic 

landscapes and surveys were studied to obtain attitudes about language, landscape and policy. 

The findings revealed that the linguistic landscape of Manhattan is English dominant, there is 

language and cultural representation in these linguistic landscapes. Yet, one linguistic landscape 

has suffered due to a small number of speakers and negative language attitudes. Overall, the 

linguistic landscapes in Koreatown and Japantown, to a lesser degree, does reflect the groups 

language and cultural identity. However, inconsistencies on language attitudes are found 

between the survey answers and photographs. Implications are discussed with regards to Korean 
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and Japanese communities and the ethnolinguistic vitality they may have towards areas of 

Manhattan, NY’s linguistic landscape. 

Keywords: Linguistic Landscape, Culture and Identity, Koreatown, Japantown 
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Introduction 

New York City has an ongoing history of being considered one of the more linguistically 

diverse cities in the United States. In 2015, data has shown that Manhattan, NY is comprised of 

12.8 percent Asian-alone populations which include Japanese and Korean populations (United 

States Census Bureau, 2015). Despite the low percentage, Korean residents are the third largest 

and Japanese residents are the seventh largest Asian populations in New York City with a high 

percentage living in Manhattan (Asian American Federation, 2013a; Asian American Federation, 

2013b). Like most immigrants and foreign born groups of people, Korean and Japanese people 

must learn English to survive daily life. Baker (2011) has mentioned that English is sometimes 

preferred over the home language which results in its loss over a period of three generations. 

However, despite being non-dominant language speakers, Korean and Japanese people have 

created their own linguistically diverse space within the landscape of Manhattan, NY.  

Problem 

Linguistic landscape is heavily influenced by numerous factors controlled through the 

speakers of the language and the government of the linguistic community. Whether the influence 

is by globalisation, ethnolinguistic vitality, government language policies, identity and cultural 

representation, or economic changes, linguistic communities represented in a country all have 

signs of minority and majority language landscapes (Akindele, 2011; Barni & Bagna, 2015; 

Cenoz & Gorter, 2008; Gorter, 2006; Gorter & Cenoz, 2008; Huebner, 2006; Hult, 2014; 

Kasanga, 2012; Lou, 2012; Nikolaou, 2016). In some cases, the language on signs can have a 

profounder symbolic meaning than what is directly informed through the signs message (Landry 

& Bourhis, 1997).  
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Even though there will always be a dominant language within a linguistic landscape, 

boundaries and divisions can be created through minority language representation in the 

landscape (Gorter, 2006; Gorter & Cenoz, 2008; Huebner, 2006; Hult, 2014; Landry & Bourhis, 

1997). As such, language boundaries within these linguistic landscapes can be considered one of 

the only representations of the identity and culture of these minority languages (Barni & Bagna, 

2015; Cenoz & Gorter, 2008; Gorter, 2006; Hult, 2014; Kasanga, 2012; Lou, 2012). However, 

there are government policies and regulations that can support or undermine a linguistically 

diverse landscape in a country (Kasanga, 2012. New York City consists of a wide variety of 

different majority and minority language groups. So much so that certain sections of the city 

have areas dominated by the minority languages, Koreatown and Japantown in Manhattan, NY 

being two of these dominated areas. To better understand the representation of these minority 

languages within the landscape, an analysis must be done on the landscape and on the 

representation of these minority groups. 

Purpose  

 New York City consists of high populations of both foreign born and native born non-

English speakers (United States Census Bureau, 2015). Areas such as Manhattan now become a 

prime place for researchers to conduct a linguistic landscape study. The purpose of this study is 

to examine the linguistic landscape of Koreatown and Japantown in Manhattan, focusing on the 

representation of culture and identity in the landscape. Despite Japanese and Korean being 

minority languages in Manhattan, and represented by a smaller population percentage, these 

people have created a linguistic space that fully represents and supports their identity and cultural 

background (United States Census Bureau, 2015). Even though the United States is an English 

dominant society, there are policies in place to help minority language groups. These policies 
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focus on translation services and second language acquisition within schools (Backhaus, 2009; 

Barni & Bagna, 2015; Cenoz & Gorter, 2008; Gorter & Cenoz, 2008; Kasanga, 2012), which 

may have an impact on the linguistic landscape. The signs within the linguistic landscape of 

Koreatown and Japantown will be examined for hints of these language policies.  

Finally, this study will also examine the various linguistic signs within these two 

territories and how a visual border can be created between the minority language representation 

in the linguistic landscape and the English-speaking communities linguistic landscape (Gorter, 

2006; Gorter & Cenoz, 2008; Huebner, 2006; Hult, 2014; Landry & Bourhis, 1997). This visual 

border will be observable through the Korean and Japanese street, business, and commercial 

signs placed along the edge of the linguistic landscape in Koreatown and Japantown. These signs 

will be documented through photography.  

As such, there are three questions to keep in mind during this study: 

1. To what extent do the signs in the linguistic landscape of Japantown and Koreatown 

represent the languages of those communities? 

2. How does the linguistic landscape reflect the identity and cultural representation of the 

Japanese and Korean people within the communities? 

3. How does the linguistic landscape of Japantown and Koreatown in Manhattan, NY indicate 

visual boundaries between these two distinct communities and the English-speaking 

communities in that multicultural area? 

4. How does the linguistic landscape reflect the language planning and policies in these 

communities? 
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Significance  

 Even though linguistic landscape research has increased in popularity over the years 

(Hult, 2014; Kasanga, 2012; Lou, 2012), there have been no known studies done on Koreatown 

and Japantown in Manhattan, New York. There have been studies conducted on locations such as 

Chinatown in New York City and Chinatown in Washington, D.C., along with other bilingual 

areas in the United States. Even though these prior studies provide insight into language 

representation of those areas, there is a distinct lack of knowledge on the linguistic landscape of 

Koreatown and Japantown in Manhattan. As such, conducting this research study will provide 

insight into how Koreans and Japanese people view their language representation in an English 

dominant society. This allows future researchers to have a deeper understanding of the affects 

language policies and cultural identity can have on Korean and Japanese linguistic landscapes. 

Finally, this study will inform future educators, policy makers, researchers, etc. on the 

importance of language attitude’s and how representing ones’ language, culture, and identity in 

the landscape surrounding them is dependent on these linguistic views.  
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Review of Literature 

Over the years, studying public spaces has become increasingly popular for researchers to 

obtain information about a specific area. This examination of signs within public spaces has been 

used to help inform researchers in fields such as sociology, linguistics and sociolinguistics, 

education, anthropology, and literacy (Coulmas, 2009; Shohamy & Waksman, 2009). Eventually 

this relatively new type of research was named linguistic landscaping and became one of the 

leading methods used to understand groups of linguistically diverse people living in an area 

where they are considered minority language speakers. As such, researchers began studying the 

linguistic landscape to obtain information about the identity of a group of people along with how 

they are culturally represented (Barni & Bagna, 2015; Cenoz & Gorter, 2008; Gorter, 2006; Hult, 

2014; Kasanga, 2012; Lou, 2012). Linguistic landscape studies can also provide insight into the 

language planning and policies passed by governments, and how boundaries and divisions can be 

created through minority language representation in the landscape (Backhaus, 2009; Coulmas, 

2009; Curtin, 2009; Gorter, 2006; Gorter & Cenoz, 2008; Huebner, 2006; Hult, 2014; Landry & 

Bourhis, 1997).  

The formation of a linguistic landscape consists of the creation and installation of signs 

by residents of the area or government businesses and those who notice, read, and process the 

signs. There are two main function of signs in the linguistic landscape based on these 

commissioned signs, informative functions that provides directions or information and symbolic 

functions in which something ideological is represented (Landry & Bourhis, 1997; Nikolaou, 

2016). Throughout the world are numerous countries that observations of competing cultures, 

identities, language policies, and linguistic territories can be seen in the linguistic landscape 

(Akindele, 2011; Barni & Bagna, 2015; Cenoz & Gorter, 2008; Gorter, 2006; Gorter & Cenoz, 
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2008; Huebner, 2006; Hult, 2014; Kasanga, 2012; Lou, 2012). Many of these countries have 

provided researchers with information on the effects of English as a globalized language and 

how some view it as a sign of trade and prestige (Akindele, 2011; Gorter, 2006; Huebner, 2006; 

Kasanga, 2012; Nikolaou, 2016).  

 Nevertheless, the United States has always been considered an English dominant country 

despite having no official language. In the past several decades there have been increasing 

occurrences of bilingual and multilingual signs in areas with high populations of refugees, 

immigrants, foreign born natives, and native born non-English speakers. Based on this 

information, conducting a linguistic landscape in Manhattan, New York would be beneficial due 

to it being an area consisting of high numbers of these populations (United States Census 

Bureau, 2015).  

Linguistic Landscaping 

As previously mentioned, linguistic landscaping has recently become an important field 

of research in both the United States and other diverse countries. According to Landry and 

Bourhis (1997), “The language of public road signs, advertising billboards, street names, place 

names, commercial shop signs, and public signs on government buildings combines to form the 

linguistic landscape of a given territory, region, or urban agglomeration” (p. 25). However, 

Backhaus (2006) also focuses on “any piece of written text within a definable frame” when 

looking at the multilingual linguistic landscape of Tokyo, Japan (p. 56). Even though any town, 

village, city, etc. of a country has a linguistic landscape, most bilingual or multilingual 

landscapes are in what researchers call a cityscape. Specifically, Gorter (2006) and Coulmas 

(2009) have defined cityscape as the linguistic landscape within an urban area or environment. 

As such, many researchers have stated that conducting a study in an urban, ‘cityscape’, area is 
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the best option for extensive and detailed results (Cenoz & Gorter, 2008; Coulmas, 2009; Gorter, 

2006; Landry & Bourhis, 1997).   

Despite the massive influx of language in the landscape of the world, language on public 

signs began much earlier in time. Coulmas (2009) discusses how linguistic landscape has been 

around for as long as written language existed. One of these early signs of linguistic landscaping 

was the multilingual Rosetta Stone located in Egypt (p. 16). At that point in time, only certain 

privileged individuals were able to read in either Hieroglyphs or Greek, so it was decided this 

stone would be erected for all to see, read, and interpret if possible (p. 18). This is one example 

of how early signs can represent the importance language can hold in a society, including the 

importance of representation within the community.  

The linguistic landscape holds a strong importance for the people in the community it 

resides. These community members help create the space through the representation of their 

language in personal signs, shop owner signs, street signs, and other personal commissions. Due 

to this, these private and government signs in the linguistic landscape have both informational 

and symbolic functions (Landry & Bourhis, 1997). The linguistic landscape reveals massive 

amounts of information about the people who live there. Researchers can learn about the culture, 

identity, minority and majority languages, ideologies, and linguistic boundaries of an area 

through studying the linguistic landscape of a community (Barni & Bagna, 2015; Cenoz & 

Gorter, 2008; Gorter, 2006; Gorter & Cenoz, 2008; Huebner, 2006; Hult, 2014; Kasanga, 2012; 

Landry & Bourhis, 1997; Lou, 2012).  

Informational functions. Landry and Bourhis (1997) created a divide between the 

private signs and government signs one may see in the landscape. Private signs would be the 

commercial and advertising signs while government signs would be ones commissioned by the 
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government, along with road signs and signs on government buildings. These types of signs have 

the purpose of providing information on a type of goods, a government service, or the name of a 

store or street. These signs can also affect the non-official signs created by people in the 

community due to being government regulated and possibly providing limitations to the 

languages used and shown on private signs. Typically, most bilingual or multilingual 

government signs have a policy called Top-Down and Bottom-Up, requiring the dominant 

language to be larger and distinctly noticeable (Dal Negro, 2009; Gorter, 2006; Gorter & Cenoz, 

2008; Lawrence, 2012). Along with Landry and Bourhis (1997), Cenoz and Gorter (2008) go 

into further detail about how signs can send a specific message towards certain groups of people. 

This can cause linguistic boundaries between minority and majority languages to form and can 

show what areas are dominated by what languages (Barni & Bagna, 2015; Gorter, 2006; 

Huebner, 2006; Hult, 2014; Lou, 2012).  

Symbolic functions. Languages used within the linguistic landscape tend to provide 

more information than a direct, set message. Barni and Bagna (2009) mention how a linguistic 

landscape helps provide information about the languages present and the linguistic features that 

can help researchers understand the languages used in an area. Landry and Bourhis (1997) and 

Cenoz and Gorter (2008) further discuss how the linguistic landscape contributes to the 

sociolinguistic context of an area based on the perception people have on signs. These 

sociolinguistic features in the landscape provide a deeper look into the meaning behind a sign 

and why specific language(s) are used. These deeper symbolic meanings of signs can be 

representative of the culture and identity of communities in an area, providing an additional 

support system to these groups (Cenoz & Gorter, 2008; Gorter, 2006; Hult, 2014). However, it is 

also strongly encouraged to look at how the dominant language in a linguistic landscape 
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coincides with the minority language. This can symbolize the power, status, strength, and 

significance the languages have in that community further providing information on whether the 

minority language is valued. The value of a language will eventually affect how that language is 

viewed, used, and represented by its native speakers in the linguistic landscape (Baker, 2011; 

Landry & Bourhis, 1997).  

Modern Linguistic Landscaping 

 As briefly mentioned, studying signs in the public landscape has been undertaken long 

before Landry and Bourhis (1997) defined the term as linguistic landscape. They not only 

observed and categorized signs, but they also studied the ethnolinguistic vitality, culture, 

identity, and language beliefs of that language. Landry and Bourhis (1997) studied these aspects 

due to the two categories they use for identifying signs, informative and symbolic. This 

distinction between signs had created a huge influx in research done on the symbolic function of 

a sign. Shohamy and Waksman (2009) focus on how linguistic landscape studies can provide 

information about minority and majority language group dynamics, language and education, and 

how vital a language in the landscape is based on perceptions. As more linguistic landscape 

research is done, more ideas and questions are created. 

 Cenoz and Gorter (2008) focused more on the other modes of communication a linguistic 

landscape can have. Besides having words on a sign, there are pictures, logos, and icons. These 

will have a symbolic representation for the language group it is targeting. By studying the 

symbolic representation of a sign, the ideologies and how they are used in society can be 

discovered (Huebner, 2006; Hult, 2014; Landry & Bourhis, 1997). Newer research is also 

looking at the context surrounding a sign, the people who interact with the sign, purpose of the 

sign, and how it is meant to function. This recent research has also included the representation of 
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a minority language communities culture and identity (Barni & Bagna, 2015; Huebner, 2006; 

Lou, 2012). Barni and Bagna (2015) take it further and address how with the continuation of 

linguistic landscape studies, more aspects such as graffiti, music, and pictures need to be studied. 

 However, past research has spent less time focusing on who created the signs and more 

on what purpose the signs present (Backhaus, 2006; Huebner, 2006; Kasanga, 2012). Backhaus 

(2006) studied the globalisation of English in Tokyo, Japan, discovering that English is meant 

more for “internationalization” than globalisation. Due to the massive influx of foreign 

businessmen and tourists in Japan, they incorporated English into government street and tourist 

signs as a means of practicality. However, the willingness Japan has for incorporating English 

into the landscape is not the same as other countries. Kasanga (2012) looks at the linguistic 

landscape of Central Phnom Penh and discovers the strict regulations on using English in the 

landscape. Unlike Japan, who has a strong sense of nationalism with their language, Central 

Phnom Penh created laws to preserve their national language. This resulted in English acting as a 

sign of tourism and being symbolic of power and prestige for wealthy Khmer individuals (p. 9). 

These new linguistic landscape studies have shown that there is more depth to be discovered than 

if a linguistic community is represented in the landscape, and how. Overall, it can provide 

information to fields such as sociology, linguistics and sociolinguistics, education, anthropology, 

and literacy (Coulmas, 2009; Shohamy & Waksman, 2009). 

 Documenting and classifying. Since the linguistic landscape is made up of a wide 

variety of signs, it is important to place them into categories. Most researchers utilize Landry and 

Bourhis’ (1997) definition of road signs, billboards, street names, place names, shop signs, and 

signs on government buildings. Unfortunately, this definition only covers the ethnolinguistic 

vitality of the linguistic landscape. However, there have been other researchers who focus more 
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on cultural representation in areas other than how much the minority language is in the landscape 

(Barni & Bagna, 2015; Huebner, 2006). 

Barni and Bagna (2015) remark how the linguistic landscape also consists of graffiti, 

music, and pictures. Graffiti and music are strong providers of understanding the culture and 

identity of the linguistic community it belongs to. Coulmas (2009) describes graffiti as the 

representation of subculture, resistance, sacrilege, profanity, and how it helps create the public 

sphere. Both graffiti and music are art forms and can inform others about what is culturally 

popular or important to those people. Whether illegally or legally displayed, these will provide a 

more holistic view of the linguistic landscape. Huebner (2009) takes a different approach from 

both Landry and Bourhis (1997) and Barni and Bagna (2015). 

Huebner (2009) provides another set of categories that relate more to feelings of signs 

instead of what the sign represents. This categorization is by function and can help narrow down 

the categories to avoid confusion. The categorization consists of the following: expressive signs 

that convey emotions; directive signs that offer recommendations, advice, or persuasion; 

informational signs that report, inform or describe something; interactional signs that involves 

creating, maintaining, and ending contact between two people; and poetic signs that function by 

using a code to create meanings that normally would not be communicated (Dixon, 2015). 

Finally, there are categories specifically meant for multilingual signs. Typically, these 

signs are categorized based on what languages are on the sign, what order they have been placed, 

and the font size of each language (Backhaus, 2009; Curtin, 2009; Cenoz & Gorter, 2008; Dal 

Negro, 2009; Huebner, 2006; Kasanga, 2012; Lawrence, 2012). However, some researchers will 

place signs into categories of who the sign is intended for first. Curtin (2009), Lawrence (2012), 

and Kasanga (2012) have all stated in some manner that the font size and language orientation, 
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top-down or bottom-up, on signs is important. In most cases, these distinctions on signs will 

indicate to specific communities if they are considered important or not. Other than tourism, Dal 

Negro (2009) indicated how “three other domains can be considered: shops (used by locals as 

well as tourists), associations (organizing activities, mainly for locals), and the church (in the 

sense of the village perish)” and that these are used to provide information to specific audiences, 

but not in a political or symbolic way (p. 214).  

Symbolic Meaning of Signs 

As stated above, languages in the linguistic landscape can consist of both informational 

and symbolic functions. Symbolic functions can give a language community the power and 

dominance over another language. Landry and Bourhis (1997) stated that “in-group language in 

the linguistic landscape can contribute most directly to the positive social identity of 

ethnolinguistic groups” (p. 27). They also provide a means for minority languages to have 

cultural and identity representation in the linguistic landscape. Due to this, ideologies can have a 

positive or negative effect on the minority language and its depiction in the linguistic landscape. 

Giles (1977, as cited in Landry & Bourhis, 1997) said this threat can damage a minority language 

group’s capability to survive as a separate, active unit within a multilingual linguistic landscape. 

English has steadily gained power and prestige in countries all over the world. 

Globalisation of English has led to the presence of it in linguistic landscapes of countries that are 

usually monolingual. There have even been cases where English is present in the linguistic 

landscape despite there being either a strict ban on it or a heavy limitation to its use (Akindele, 

2011; Huebner, 2006; Kasanga, 2012; Nikolaou, 2016). An example would be the research done 

by Huebner (2006) in Bangkok, Thailand. The government in Thailand had provided an 
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incentive for Thai to be used in commercial signs, but most chose to go with English or a 

mixture of English and Thai due to the high numbers of tourists.  

Due to the increase of English as a globalized language, countries that have official 

language policies are overrun with de facto languages; languages that evolved into “official” 

status (Dal Negro, 2009). Opposite from this are countries that have no official language, 

resulting in an extensive amount of linguistically diverse communities. One example would be 

the United States and the diversity seen in cities such as New York City, Chicago, Texas, San 

Francisco, etc. These cities are dominated by English in the landscape, but have minority 

languages intermingled within them; sometimes dominating specific sections of a city (United 

States Census Bureau, 2015). No official languages and minimum language policies leave 

endless possibilities for placing signs related to personal cultures and identities in the landscape. 

 Language policy. Dal Negro (2009) described how linguistic landscapes can reflect the 

official or de facto language policies in a country. Even though some countries have an official 

language policy, those that do not have other ways of showing policy in the landscape (Hult, 

2014). In countries, such as the United States, languages are regulated within government 

buildings and schools. These regulations can vary from state to state and may have a carry-over 

effect on the linguistic landscape of the surrounding community. By analyzing the carry-over 

effect between schools and the community, researchers can determine if attitudes about language 

and education affect the surrounding multi-lingual linguistic landscapes (Achugar & Pessoa, 

2009). 

An example would be the study Hult (2014) conducted in San Antonio, Texas. This area 

has high concentrations of Spanish speakers within its community, along with a constant flow of 

Mexicans who cross the Mexico border. Despite these high Spanish speaking populations, there 
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is an English-only policy used in the Antonio, Texas educational system. On the other hand, 

there are areas of Texas that accept Spanish use, but only certain dialects. Achugar and Pessoa 

(2009) conducted a study in Southwest Texas where there is a bilingual school that hosts 

students and educators who speak a wide variety of Spanish dialects. Even though there is no 

official language policy on the bilingual school, the surrounding community has created its own 

idea for what is appropriate language use. These various attitudes towards what dialect, accent, 

etc. of Spanish and English is appropriate has facilitated these areas’ own language policy. 

Overall, there may not be an official language chosen for the United States, but separate laws and 

attitudes for each state can create ideologies within the community and their linguistic 

landscapes.  

As previously mentioned, in most multilingual societies, this carry-over will act as a 

stimulus for the use of one’s language in a wide variety of spheres, including second language 

acquisition (Landry & Bourhis, 1997). This is not the case in some countries, such as Huebner’s 

(2009) Thailand study mentioned earlier. Since the Thai government puts a strong emphasis on 

using Thai instead of English, they not only provided incentives but also began heavier taxing on 

those who have no Thai on their signs. On the other hand, there is a third type of country that 

encourages the use of other languages, but still has their official language dominating the 

linguistic landscape. Major cities in Japan, including Tokyo, have had their government require 

English to be on signs used most by tourists. They also heavily encourage the romaji spelling of 

Japanese words for any sign in the landscape (Backhaus, 2006).  

Globalization of English. The spread of English throughout the world has been 

mentioned various times throughout this review. The globalisation of English has happened 

because of business, fashion, tourism, economic prestige and power, sophistication, along with a 
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wide variety of other motives, including international orientation (Curtin, 2009; Cenoz & Gorter, 

2008; Gorter & Cenoz, 2006; Lawrence, 2012; Lou, 2012). Due to English being one of the most 

spoken languages in the world, various researchers have implemented a method to divide the 

countries that contain English. Kachru and Nelson (1992) describes this division method as three 

circles that split the English-speaking world into sections based on how often English is used. 

First, the ‘Inner Circle’ are countries that use English as a first language. These countries would 

consist of the United States, Canada, or Australia. The second one is the ‘Outer Circle’, which 

are countries that speak English as a second language, such as India. The last one is the 

‘Expanding Circle’. These are countries that use English for cultural and commercial means, 

Japan and South Korea being two of them (Lawrence, 2012, 71). The main issue with these 

circles is that English is used often in spoken and written media across the world, creating an 

inability to distinctly label countries into specific circles (Kachru & Nelson, 1992). 

The spread of English can be related to many factors, but the global market has been a 

leading factor in this. Commercial companies such as McDonald’s, Starbucks, Burger King, and 

many other companies aiming for a larger global market can be attributed with the spread of 

English. The idea of economic prosperity has been one of the leading reasons many countries 

have adapted English into their linguistic landscape (Cenoz & Gorter, 2009). Even though it 

originally became a sign of prestige, prosperity, and power, English has recently gained 

popularity with the younger generations (Cenoz & Gorter, 2009; Lawrence, 2012).  

Sayer (2010, as cited in Dixon, 2015) looked at the linguistic landscape in Oaxaca, 

Mexico. He discovered that English signs created for the local community were “advanced and 

sophisticated” (p. 19). They used English in a way considered to be “fashionable, cool, sexy, … 

for expressions of love, and … for expressing subversive identities” (p. 19). In countries, such as 
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Japan and South Korea, English words are occasionally taken and mixed with words from those 

countries. Lawrence (2012) conducted a study in Seoul, South Korea and discovered something 

called Konglish. He discovered that with the increase of Konglish (mixed Korean and English), 

there was a decrease in traditional Korean. The presence of English based words has now 

become cultural norms within countries like Japan and Thailand. These words are spelt using the 

language of that country, but are closely pronounced like the English word it represents 

(Backhaus, 2009; Huebner, 2009). Despite how dominant English is becoming throughout the 

world, countries such as Korea and Japan have used their own methods to incorporate English 

into their linguistic landscape to continue having linguistic dominance over their landscape. 

Language and Culture 

 The decision a person makes about language is based on a variety of factors. These 

factors are affected by both government policy, personal attitudes about language and societal 

expectations. Some countries, such as Central Phnom Penh, have government language policies 

in place to protect against loss of the Khmer language (Kasanga, 2012). In countries such as 

Central Phnom Penh, there is an established rule of 80% Khmer and 20% English in the 

landscape. This type of language policy places a heavy restriction on representations of minority 

languages and cultures within the linguistic landscape. Despite this restriction, people in this 

country have taken an interest in learning and utilizing the English language in their signs to 

further enhance their own wealth and business. 

However, countries such as the United States tend to have a more open view on 

languages used on signs, which can be seen in Washington D.C.’s Chinatown. Sections such as 

this can be distinctly seen and understood that a minority language resides in that area. Despite 

this, though the United States is open and accepting of languages, personal and societal attitudes 
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towards minority cultures can also cause a suppression in a minorities cultural and linguistic 

representation (Lou, 2012). As such, it is important to understand and be aware of a societies 

views on language, culture and globalization. 

Language attitudes. The use and acceptance of a language derives from attitudes a 

person has towards the language itself. Hyejeong (2014) believes that language attitudes are 

“based on the notion that individuals are not born with attitudes, but through socialisation 

particular attitudes are possibly ‘learned’ causing individuals to think or react favourably or 

unfavourably towards a class of objects” (p. 197). Furthermore, Achugar and Pessoa (2009) 

mention a specific typology on attitudes towards Spanish in Southwest Texas. This was 

Peñalosa’s typology of language attitudes and it consisted of four types of attitudes: “(a) attitudes 

towards one’s own language variety or idiolect, (b) attitudes of Chicanos regarding other 

Chicano’s language varieties, (c) attitudes of Anglos regarding Chicanos’ language varieties and 

(d) attitudes of Chicanos regarding Anglos’ language varieties” (p. 201-202). Even with the 

focus on a specific area of Texas, and its subsequent languages, this typology supports what 

Hyejeong (2014) mentions about learning attitude.  

Peñalosa’s typology shows how a person can have certain perceptions about a language 

or dialect of a language. On the other hand, this also shows that a group of people can have 

perceptions about each other’s languages too. As such, this typology can be broken down and 

changed to relate it to a wide variety of attitudes about other languages. This typology represents 

the attitudes towards one’s own language, attitudes of a speaker against another, similar, 

language speaker, attitudes of two language groups against each other, that are not one’s own, 

and vice versa. An example of this would be represented through Hyejeong’s (2014) study on 

Korean English in South Korea and how teacher’s there react to it.  
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During English globalisation, South Korea’s language evolved and adapted English 

words and phrases. Over time these adapted words became known as Konglish (Lawrence, 

2012). In the education system, Konglish is considered inappropriate due to the accent Koreans 

have with pronunciation, and not with its status as a non-English English word. Public and 

personal use of Konglish is appropriate when with friends, colleagues, or fellow Korean 

speaking people. However, these same users of Konglish will judge others’ use of it in the 

presence of native English speakers or in academic settings. A third view is that Konglish is 

acceptable in all settings when spoken without an accent (Hyejeong, 2014).  

Even though Konglish has varying reactions towards it, there is no mistaking the 

importance it plays in modern Korean culture. Over time, Konglish will become a normal part of 

the culture and identity of Korea if attitudes towards it changes, especially with the younger 

generations (Hyejeong, 2014). It will eventually become a “legitimate non-native variety of 

English” (p. 215), but will unfortunately never be accepted in academic settings. This will result 

in Koreans avoiding the use of Konglish in any academic setting, possibly developing over into 

their interactions with native English speakers. 

As with Konglish in Korea, non-English speakers in the United States tend to forgo their 

language, and subsequently culture and identity, when exposed to negative typologies about their 

home language. Most cases of non-English speakers in the United States consist of parents who 

speak the home language and children who are in English speaking schools. These children are 

receiving assistance and knowledge in English, but are also hearing how their home language is 

insignificant from English-only supporters. This produces tense, difficult home situations due to 

children being unwilling to communicate with family in their home language, resulting in the 

inability to effectively understand parents, grandparents, aunts, uncles, etc. Over time these 
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preconceived typologies may disappear, but prevention of home language loss in generations of 

families may be impossible. 

Culture and identity. Cultural norms are constantly changing with each new generation. 

In most cases, these norms change due to a recent influx in something popular from that country 

or another country. These new norms eventually end up being reflected in the linguistic 

landscape of a society. Baker (2011) labels identity as the characteristics a group, community, or 

regional member shares with others of that group. Language is a way in which community 

members can express their identity with similar people or with those of different identities. 

Based on this definition, our culture effects our identity and how we portray ourselves to those 

from other cultures. In Korean culture, it is common for there to be several words one can use 

when speaking to those around you. The use of these words varies depending on the age, gender, 

and familiarity of the person being spoken to. However, the globalisation of English in Korea has 

started changing this cultural norm to what is used in English speaking countries (Lawrence, 

2012).  

Regardless of whether English is causing a change in culture and identity in a non-

English speaking country, the presence of these cultures and identities in the United States is 

astounding. Baker (2011) has discussed the change second language acquisition can cause to a 

person’s identity, especially when learning in that country. He explains in detail how the lack of 

bilingual education and the stigma around non-English languages has caused students to 

willingly give up their home language. Many in these situations consider their home language to 

be stifling and uneducated due to school personnel, fellow classmates, and native English-

speaking community members telling them their language is not acceptable and/or allowed.  
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These situations also create unwillingness for non-English speaking students to use their 

native language, even with their own families. This unwillingness to use English will eventually 

transfer over and affect the culture and identity of these students. A person’s identity is directly 

linked to the culture and language they identify with. It was mentioned previously how the 

globalisation of English in Korea has created a change in their culture (Lawrence, 2012). Even 

though this study was conducted in Korea, resulting in guaranteed use of home language, these 

instances of English have caused change to their culture and identity. Konglish, Koreanization of 

English, has become a new norm which changes the culture of this country (Hyejeong, 2014; 

Lawrence, 2012). 

Despite the common trend of losing part or all of one’s language, one method researchers 

have referenced for this preservation of a minority culture is Ethnolinguistic Vitality (Coulmas, 

2009; Landry & Bourhis, 1997). Minority language communities only need enough members to 

create a culturally symbolic landscape. In most cases, the visibility of a minority language in the 

landscape, the representation, is a sign of Ethnolinguistic Vitality.  

 Ethnolinguistic vitality. Coulmas (2009) describes the linguistic landscape as a “cultural 

scene, formed by interested agents whose motivations and intentions pertain to information 

contents, language choice and symbolic significance” (p. 23). When a minority language speaker 

has strong determination to retain their home language, they create a linguistic landscape that is 

inclusive of their language. However, there have been some issues regarding this and second 

language acquisition. Landry and Bourhis (1997) discuss how minority language groups will 

create a developed linguistic community that hinders their second language development and can 

cause a divide between the L1 and L2 communities. Nevertheless, they also mention how social 

identity is a representation of oneself through cognitive and affective dimensions. By creating a 
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linguistic landscape representative of the minority language(s), the protection of those speakers’ 

identity and culture will occur also. 

 Unfortunately, there are some cases of Ethnolinguistic Vitality that lose their purpose. 

One example is the study Lou (2012) conducted in Chinatown in Washington, D.C. This 

linguistic landscape had originally been created by Chinese immigrants who own businesses and 

decide to use their own language. This linguistic landscape had flourished until the 1980s when 

newspapers began criticizing the area for looking “fake” due to the use of Chinese signage in the 

landscape (p. 36). After the published newspaper stories became public, many businesses in this 

area began incorporating more English language and ‘Americanized’ items. Eventually this led 

to second generation Chinese speakers losing their ability to read, write, speak, and listen in 

Cantonese. As in all language learning situations, one must frequently practice the language, 

using the linguistic landscape as support. 

Learning in the landscape. To learn a language, one thinks about sitting in a classroom 

every day. While this is usually true for most people there are some who learn a language within 

both a school and linguistic landscape. Baker (2011) explains how second language acquisition 

can occur through formal and informal means. Everyday language use in a community can be 

considered informal while formal is through school, adult classes, or language courses. Landry 

and Bourhis (1997) found that the ethnolinguistic vitality of a community will be an influential 

factor in bilingual development or expanding one’s linguistic contacts. However, attitude has 

become a prominent feature of second language acquisition, including the attitude others have 

towards your home language (Lightbown & Spada, 2011).  

When second language learning in the classroom coincides with learning in the linguistic 

landscape, comprehensible input occurs. Stephen Krashen’s hypothesis about comprehensible 
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input clarifies how a learner should be receiving information at or slightly above their current 

language level (Lightbown & Spada, 2011). This method provides learners with the best way to 

obtain new language in a country they are minority speakers. However, there have been 

situations of language loss and a decision to revitalize it. Cenoz and Gorter (2008) studied the 

loss of a language in Basque Country. A revitalization plan was put into effect, essentially 

creating a language policy law that required Basque in the linguistic landscape. It is vitally 

important for a home language to be represented in the linguistic landscape. Ethnolinguistic 

vitality, positive home language attitude, and a prominent linguistic landscape are essential in 

retaining a home language. 

Linguistic boundary. The original definition of a linguistic boundary can be attributed to 

a linguistic study conducted in Belgium. This study had started the idea of a “geographical 

territory occupied by distinctive language communities within multilingual states” (Landry & 

Bourhis, 1997). Using the definition of linguistic landscape that Landry and Bourhis (1997) 

provide, the meaning of linguistic boundary expanded to also comprise of auditory visuals within 

the landscape, music included (Barni & Bagna, 2015; Landry & Bourhis, 1997). As in most 

cases of minority language within the linguistic landscape, street, business, and commercial signs 

are visual indicators of the separation of those language communities and the dominant language 

community. However, these boundaries can also display the aspirations of those residing there 

(Huebner, 2006).  

In most cases, minority language groups reside in a foreign country for a specific reason. 

This reason can be anything from a better education, to additional employment opportunities, 

and higher economic status. Based on this idea, people from countries of low economic status are 

more likely to move for job opportunities. Even if there is a lack of similar linguistic 
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communities, educational and economic incentives are too high to ignore. However, there are 

also cases where minority groups come to another country for refugee purposes. Despite most 

refugees coming from low economic countries that have little to no education systems, they have 

traveled for safety purposes instead of furthering their financial or educational means. Regardless 

of this difference, linguistic boundaries are also created by refugee groups, especially if a high 

influx of these groups travel to one area.  

In cases where the minority language has created an area of their own, such as 

Chinatown, Japantown, or Koreatown in the United States, there are usually businesses and 

schools in those areas that support these communities. It can be inferred then that these Asian 

communities have come to those areas to sell culturally diverse products and prosper with their 

business (Huebner, 2006). Barni and Bagna (2015) support this idea through the thought that 

minority groups will be able to display and manifest their language and identity by settling in a 

city. Using Manhattan, New York as an example, cities such as this have highly diverse 

populations and many opportunities for jobs and education. Most large cities tend to be highly 

diversified and culturally open and accepting of these groups. As such, boundaries form during 

the steady influx of populations coming to a specific area (City Data, 2016; United States Census 

Bureau, 2015). 

Minority languages. As previously mentioned, language policies and personal attitudes 

can influence the representation of a minority language in the linguistic landscape. Hult (2014) 

mentions how the analysis of a sign can provide insight into a sign maker’s audience and how 

they feel about them. This presentation of language on a sign can be referred to as Top-Down or 

Bottom-Up (Dal Negro, 2009; Lawrence, 2012; Gorter & Cenoz, 2008: Gorter, 2006). The 

method chosen typically depends on how a country, or business in a country, wants to focus on 
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with their linguistic landscape. In certain districts of Seoul, South Korea the signs will implement 

a Top-Down effect. These signs typically will have English, Japanese or Russian at the top of the 

sign and Korean collated at the bottom. These signs also tend to have the top language 

represented in larger font than the bottom language. One inference a researcher could gain from 

this is that those sections of Seoul are primarily focused on gaining the attention of English, 

Japanese, or Russian speaking tourists.  

Another example would be Central Phnom Penh. As mentioned previously, a study was 

conducted in Central Phnom Penh (Kasanga, 2012) where English is a prestigious minority 

language. As such, those who chose to present English on their signs are focusing on wealthy 

individuals and tourists. Despite the efforts made by Central Phnom Penh government to 

preserve and implement only Khmer, a minority language (English) became an integral part of 

the linguistic landscape. 

English may have become an important minority language throughout the world, but 

even the importance of English has not stopped the representations of minority languages in an 

English dominant society. Scollon and Scollon (2003, as cited in Lawrence, 2012) had noticed 

that some countries use English as a representative of “foreign taste and manners.” This idea of 

using a language to represent something foreign, instead of representing a cultural community, 

can also be applied to minority languages in English dominant societies. An example would be 

the Korean and Japanese languages a person can see being represented in the linguistic landscape 

of the English dominant United States. Even though there are some cities that have extensive 

representations of these two minority languages in their linguistic landscape (Manhattan, NY), 

there are also areas that use these languages to represent something foreign (Buffalo, NY).  
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Korean. The Korean language is the ninth most spoken language, after English, in 

Manhattan, New York (City Data, 2016). New York City has been known to be popular among 

immigrants from certain Asian countries, Korea being one of these countries. As such, the use of 

Korean language has increased over the past decade due to an influx in Korean population. 

Within Manhattan, Korean is more likely to be found in the linguistic landscape of Koreatown, 

which is located on 32nd street (Asian American Federation, 2013b). The Korean language is one 

that has created some confusion for linguists. It is believed to have derived from Altaic family 

due to its similarity to various other Asian languages. Korean is grammatically similar to 

Japanese, which is mainly derived from Chinese, which results in Korean writing, Hangeul, 

having aspects from both Chinese and Japanese (Ager, 2016b). 

Korean is spoken in North and South Korea, along with various other countries that have 

high populations of Korean immigrants. In recent years, the Korean language has been affected 

by the globalisation of English. This resulted in Koreans from both Korea and the United States 

being able to speak Korean, English, and Konglish (Lawrence, 2012). The word Konglish is 

described by Lawrence (2012) as a “spoken, not codified, language and its vocabulary has 

undergone too much transmutation to be simply labeled loanwords” (p. 72). Lightbown and 

Spada (2011) further describe it as an interlanguage in which parts of the first language and parts 

of the second language are intermixed. The linguistic landscape of Seoul, South Korea represents 

these three languages and so should Korean populated areas in Manhattan. 

Japanese. The Japanese language is the twenty third most spoken language in Manhattan, 

New York (City Data, 2016). Japanese populations in Manhattan have increased throughout the 

years, but the linguistic landscape has not strongly reflected this increase. While there are various 

Japanese businesses and restaurants scattered around Manhattan, there is no distinct area like 
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Koreatown or Chinatown. However, Japanese has similar writing system to Chinese and similar 

grammar to Korean, resulting in some intermingling of the linguistic landscapes (Ager, 2016a; 

Japanese, 2016).  

Japanese is the national language of Japan, but can be found in countries such as the 

United States, South Korea, China, Canada, and other countries with Japanese communities 

(Japanese, 2016). Ager (2016a) describes how traditional Japanese consists of three styles of 

writing, hiragana, katakana, and Kanji, with Kanji being derivative from Chinese writing. In 

recent decades, a style of writing called romaji has been created from the influence of English on 

the Japanese language (Ager, 2016a). Since Japanese is the official language of Japan it is the 

majority language in Japan’s linguistic landscape. However, in Manhattan the Japanese 

communities are only represented in small sections of the linguistic landscape (Backhaus, 2006).  

Demographics in Manhattan, NY 

 Manhattan, New York has always been known for having high rates of migrants, 

immigrants, refugees, and tourists. The United States Census Bureau (2015) estimated that the 

number of people living in Manhattan increased from 1,585,874 people to 1,644,518 people over 

a period of five years. Within this estimate, roughly 61.6 percent is not of white-alone or white-

alone, non-Hispanic or Latino race. As previously stated, only 12.8 percent is Asian-alone which 

consists of all who identify with the general term “Asian.” However, there are some people who 

identify as two or more races, or in-combination, which can also consist of those who have some 

Asian heritage (Asian American Federation, 2013a; Asian American Federation, 2013b).  

In 2011, there was a census done by the Asian American Federation (2013a; 2013b) on 

the Japanese and Korean populations within New York City. This census determined that there 

were 103,335 Koreans and 31,649 Japanese people living in New York City. Of this number, 
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19% of Koreans and 57% of Japanese were living in Manhattan, NY. These numbers consist of 

people who identify with Asian-alone or in-combination race. Despite English being the 

dominant language in the United States, New York City has been known to be accepting of 

minority language representation in the linguistic landscape (Lou, 2012).  

Koreatown. Located in Manhattan is an area called the Garment District, known for its 

fashion and beauty trends. During the 1980s, many Korean immigrants settled within this district 

because of its location near Times Square and high amounts of tourist traffic (Koreatown, 2016). 

By 2011 this area had grown to include Korean bookstores, restaurants, beauty shops and salons, 

music stores, bakeries, electronic shops, and karaoke night clubs. Eventually the section of West 

32nd street that ran through fifth and sixth avenue became known as Koreatown or Korea Way 

(Koreatown, 2016). Despite Manhattan consisting of only 19% of the New York City Korean 

population, a section of the linguistic landscape had become symbolically representative of 

Korean culture and identity. Linguistically, Koreatown has become a landscape mixed with three 

main languages; English, Korean, and what Lawrence (2012) labeled as Konglish.  

 Japantown. Unlike Koreatown, Japantown is not a specific, designated street(s) in 

Manhattan. The Japanese population in this area are spread out among Midtown Manhattan, 

areas such as Times Square, Broadway, and Empire State Building (Japanese, 2016). Even 

though 57% of the New York City Japanese population lives in Manhattan, there is not a 

designated linguistic landscape section. Instead there have been an influx of Japanese restaurants, 

grocery marts, bookstores, and beauty salons that have popped up in random areas of Manhattan, 

including Koreatown (Asian American Federation, 2013a; Japanese, 2016). This lack of 

Japanese language may result from a lack of ethnolinguistic vitality among the Japanese 

population. 
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Summary 

 The linguistic landscape is a complicated representation of a language community. There 

have been several common themes throughout this literature review. The most common of these 

themes was the globalisation of English and how it had affected various linguistic landscapes and 

their speakers. Along with this was also how a sign can symbolize a wide variety of things, 

including culture, identity, globalisation, and second language acquisition. A sign can also 

symbolize the representation of a minority language within a city, such as Manhattan, and how it 

can create visible boundaries between the minority and dominant language. Overall, signs have 

many informational and symbolic functions, but the various effects signs have on the linguistic 

landscape can be informed more through study of the symbolism of a sign.  

 To better understand a minority language community within Manhattan, New York, the 

documentation of the linguistic landscape should not only include photographs, but also 

interviews with speakers of that language. An extensive investigation of language attitudes and 

language policies in the surrounding school districts would also provide more details about the 

Ethnolinguistic Vitality of Korean and Japanese languages. School policies will show how those 

languages are viewed by others and if this view coincides with what is seen in the landscape. 

Another important factor is an examination of the minority linguistic landscape in relation to the 

attitudes of the majority linguistic landscape. Learning about surrounding language policies, 

interviewing people of the language community, and studying the signs in the landscape are what 

will fully inform and answer the research questions of this study. 
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Methodology 

 This study examines and documents the linguistic landscape of Koreatown and 

Japantown in Manhattan, New York. The linguistic landscape is the documentation of language 

found on public road signs, advertising billboards, street names, place names, commercial shop 

signs, and public signs on government buildings (Landry & Bourhis, 1997, 25). This study 

determines whether the linguistic landscape of Koreatown and Japantown represents Korean and 

Japanese culture and identity. Furthermore, the effects language policy had on the Koreatown 

and Japantown linguistic landscape has been thoroughly examined based on personal views by 

Japanese and Korean people, and by the photographs of linguistic boundaries between the 

English dominant society and these two minority languages. 

Setting 

 This study took place in Manhattan, NY over the course of four days and four nights 

during the beginning of January 2016. Photographs of signs on both sides of the street were 

taken in the area labeled as Koreatown in Midtown Manhattan, NY and at various locations 

around Midtown Manhattan, NY that have Japanese businesses. Figure 1 shows the cumulative 

area labeled as Midtown Manhattan, NY (World Atlas, 2016). These locations were chosen 

based on population information obtained through the United States Census Bureau (2015) and 

settlement data from the Asian American Federation (2013a; 2013b). Koreatown resides on 32nd 

street, between 5th and 6th avenue and Broadway. However, Japantown resides on several streets 

between 32nd street to 52nd street and between 3rd avenue and 6th avenue. 
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         Figure 1. Map of Midtown Manhattan. 

Koreatown. Per City Data (2016), the Korean language has become the ninth most 

spoken language in Manhattan, NY. As such, there are areas of Manhattan that have Korean 

represented within the linguistic landscape. In recent years, the area known as Greeley Square, 

located in Midtown Manhattan, has become known as Koreatown (see Figure 2). This section of 

Midtown Manhattan resides on West 32nd Street between Fifth Avenue and the intersection of 

Sixth Avenue and Broadway. Greeley Square, named after the founder of the New York Tribune, 

is a hotspot for fashion, beauty shops, nail salons, and some of the largest department stores in 

the United States (34th Street Partnership, 2016). Despite originally being a fashion district, this 

area had become a popular settlement area for those of Korean ethnicity because of their interest 

in high fashion and beauty boutiques (Koreatown, 2016). Due to this influx in Korean 

population, it was anticipated that this newly dubbed Koreatown would have representations of 

the Korean language in the linguistic landscape.  
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          Figure 2. Koreatown, Greeley Square 

Japantown. Unlike the Korean language, Japanese is the twenty third most spoken 

language and as such is not considered to be an influential language on the linguistic landscape 

(City Data, 2016). Despite this lack of linguistic dominance, there are a multitude of Japanese 

shops and businesses in Manhattan, NY. The sections of Midtown Manhattan that consists of 

Japanese shops and businesses are located on 5th Avenue, 6th Avenue, East 31st street, East 32nd 

street, East 44th street, East 45th street, East 46th street, East 48th street, East 49th street, and 52nd 

street (Figure 1). Even though these areas have not officially been recognized as a Japantown, 

most locals consider these streets to be Japanese oriented and have labeled them as Japantown 

(Japanese, 2016). Despite not being linguistically dominant, it has been anticipated that some 

Japanese businesses and shops will have Japanese represented in the linguistic landscape. 

Sample  

 There were two sections of Midtown Manhattan, NY where this study took place. The 

streets within these sections were selected based on purposive sampling. Koreatown was chosen 
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due to its new status as an area for high Korean populations (Asian American Federation, 

2013b). However, the Japantown streets were chosen based on what would likely have at least 

some non-English signs.  All streets were considered commercial, and were busy streets 

frequented by pedestrian and vehicle traffic. These streets were all considered public 

transportation routes. Overall, a total of ten streets were chosen for this study. These ten streets 

are 5th Avenue, 6th Avenue, East 31st street, East 32nd street, East 44th street, East 45th street, East 

46th street, East 48th street, East 49th street, and 52nd street. Several of these streets were 

photographed in more detail than other streets due to a higher influx of Japanese or Korean 

linguistic representations. 

Within these streets of Midtown Manhattan, ten pedestrians in the street and/or 

employees who work at the local businesses in the Koreatown and Japantown area were 

randomly chosen for a brief oral survey. A survey is a means of asking questions to collect data 

from a sample that represents a specific population (Fraenkel, Wallen, & Hyun, 2012). These 

pedestrians and employees were of Korean or Japanese ethnicity and were over the age of 18. 

There was no requirement for their current country of residence nor their level of English 

proficiency. The survey was brief and so participants had as many minutes needed to answer the 

questions. However, the surveys estimated to take no more than 10 minutes per participant. Due 

to surveys being done on a random basis, completion and collection was conducted during the 

collection of photographs. All surveys were confidential and participants were informed of the 

purpose and anonymous aspects of the research (Appendix A). 
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Procedure 

 In January 2017, all the sampled streets in Midtown Manhattan, NY were walked and all  

observable indications of Japanese or Korean in the linguistic landscape were photographed, 

documented and organized into charts (Appendix C). All signs in Koreatown and most signs in 

Japantown were photographed to obtain a complete picture of these linguistic landscapes. These 

photographs consisted of “public road signs, advertising billboards, street names, place names, 

commercial shop signs, and public signs on government buildings”, graffiti, posters, flyers, and 

menus (represented in Table 1) found in the previously mentioned areas of Midtown Manhattan 

(Landry & Bourhis, 1997, 25; Barni & Bagna, 2015). All photographs had detailed notes written 

about them, using the observation protocol in Appendix C. Additionally, signs that are “any 

piece of written text within a definable frame” have also been photographed, documented and 

categorized as well (Backhaus, 2006).  

Table 1 

Sign Type Categorization 

Type of Sign Indicators 

Public road signs Signs used to indicate directions and traffic 

directives. These are typically government 

commissioned. 

Advertising billboards Signs used to sell something by private actors. 

These include billboards, electronic displays 

or marquees, and banners advertising 

products, services or events geared toward 

consumers. 

Street names Signs used to indicate a street, avenue, or road 

name. 

Place names Signs naming the building or other place they 

are located at.  These can be government 

commissioned, such as schools, libraries, 

parks and municipal buildings, or private, 

such as restaurants and shops. 
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Commercial shop signs These are signs outside of shops, typically 

used to sell a service. 

Government signs Signs commissioned by the government to 

inform the public of laws and regulations, or 

to inform the public about a matter of public 

safety.  This category may also include 

private signs that indicate prohibitions or 

safety notices, such as a ‘no trespassing’ sign 

or other privately made caution signs. 

Graffiti  Language in the public space that has been 

created illegally. It was not commissioned by 

government or private actors. 

Objects Signs or words on objects that label those 

objects in some way, such as mail boxes and 

phone booths. 

 

After all photographs were documented, the informative and symbolic functions of each 

sign was determined. Informative functions provide directions or information which can easily 

be derived from the chart in Table 1. Once these functions had been documented, the signs were 

also analyzed for symbolic functions, when something ideological is represented, and 

documented using the observation protocol chart in Appendix C (Landry & Bourhis, 1997; 

Nikolaou, 2016). Even though the photographs were examined for indirect meanings, impromptu 

surveys were conducted to further supplement the symbolic information obtained from the signs. 

As previously mentioned, these surveys were administered to shop workers and pedestrians in 

the street and any distinguishable information that would have inadvertently been revealed was 

not documented or used in any written forms of the collected data. Interviewees were informed 

about the research and the purpose for the interview (see Appendix A).  

Through a coding process, the photographs were combined with the surveys to provide 

sufficient information on culture and identity, and language policy in the linguistic landscape. 

These photographs also provided a visual representation of the linguistic boundaries between the 

two minority language communities and the English dominant community. These boundaries can 
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represent how a minority language assimilates into a dominant culture by creating a linguistic 

space within the landscape. As such, these photographs were also examined for signs of minority 

language dominant spaces. The information gained from these surveys further supported 

conclusions about the symbolic meanings found in the linguistic landscape or Koreatown and 

Japantown. 

Instruments. Information about Koreatown and Japantown’s linguistic landscape was 

obtained primarily through photographs taken by a Nikon D3300 camera with a basic 55mm 

lens. There was a total of 185 photographs taken in these two linguistic landscapes. Koreatown 

had 153 photographs taken of its landscape and Japantown had 32 photographs taken. These 

photographs had been labeled based on location, language(s) displayed, informational function, 

and symbolic function (Appendix C). The signs photographed were also labeled based on 

whether it is a “…public road signs, advertising billboards, street names, place names, 

commercial shop signs, and public signs on government buildings combines to form the 

linguistic landscape of a given territory, region, or urban agglomeration” (Landry & Bourhis, 

1997, p. 25).  

Additional to the photographs taken is a survey consisting of two Likert scale questions, 

two yes or no questions, and three opinion questions (Appendix B). These seven questions are 

based from the research questions provided at the beginning of this study. These questions 

measured the representation of identity and culture in the linguistic landscape (questions 4 and 7) 

and how New York’s language policies have affected the landscape (questions 3, 5, and 6). 

Question 1 and 2 focused on language proficiency and helped determine three more categories. 

The surveys were labeled into home language proficient, new language proficient, and dual 
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language proficient. It was speculated that the answer to question one influenced the responses 

for the subsequent questions. See Table 2 for a breakdown of survey question categories.  

Table 2 

Survey Question Categories 

Categories Questions 

Identity and Culture 4, 7 

Language Policies 3, 5, 6 

Language Proficiency 1, 2 

  

Furthermore, identity and culture are best measured by those who relate to and participate 

in the specific culture being studied. As such, question 4 and 7 were administered to obtain 

personal attitudes on the linguistic landscape. However, despite researching language policies 

through state government websites, there may be underlying personal factors that also influence 

the linguistic landscape. Questions 3, 5, and 6 were implemented to determine if these two 

minority groups had created its own language policy other than government policies.  

There were seven interviews conducted during this study. Out of these seven interviews, 

two were taken by males and five were taken by females. Male 1 and Females 1 and 2 were 

Korean and were interviewed in Koreatown. Male 1 was interviewed at an ATM machine 

outside a bank. It took a little more than five minutes to interview him. Females 1 and 2 were 

interviewed in a café and took no longer than three minutes to interview both Korean females 

due to their English language skills. Male 2 and Females’ 3, 4, and 5 were Japanese and 

interviewed in Japantown. Male 2 was interviewed outside a restaurant and took six minutes due 

to a need for some translation of both the questions and answers. Japanese Female 3 was a shop 
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worker and took about two minutes to interview. Females 4 and 5 were interviewed in a pastry 

shop and took two minutes for the one and four minutes for the other.  

Data Analysis  

There were two parts to this study that were analyzed, photographs and surveys. The 

photographs obtained during this study were taken by a Nikon D3300 camera with a basic 55mm 

lens and catalogued on an observation protocol chart (Appendix C). This chart was used to 

analyze the languages present on a sign, the type of sign it is, purpose of the signs, the signs 

informative meaning and possible symbolic meaning. First, the languages present on a sign were 

documented. The photographs taken were categorized based on what documented language is 

represented on that specific sign.  

After organizing these photographs, eight language categories were created. These 

categories were Korean, Japanese, English, French, Spanish, Korean/English, Korean/Japanese 

and Korean/English/Japanese. The number of photographs in each category were counted and 

graphed into a chart. Then the type of sign was chosen based on the categorization chart (Table 

1) and written into the observation protocol chart. Most signs were labeled as place names and 

commercial shop signs. The purpose of the sign was written based on what category subsection it 

went under, such as business logo would be the subsection of place names. Then the informative 

and symbolic meanings of the signs were catalogued last (Table 3).  
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Table 3 

Types of Signs 

Type of Sign Indicators 

Informative Signs that provide information on a type of 

goods, a government service, or the name of a 

store or street. These signs are government 

regulated and could provide limitations to the 

languages used and shown on private signs.  

Symbolic Signs that provide information about the 

languages present and contributes to the 

sociolinguistic context of an area based on the 

perception people have on signs. These signs 

create sociolinguistic features in the landscape 

and provide a deeper understanding of the 

meaning behind a sign and why specific 

language(s) are used. These signs can be 

representative of the culture and identity of 

communities in an area, providing an 

additional support system to these groups. 

 

All signs were labeled as informative unless the information was provided in Japanese or 

Korean only or in multiple languages. Signs consisting of Korean, Japanese or multiple 

languages were considered informative and symbolic due to not only providing information, but 

also representing language and culture. The photographs provided the researcher with 

quantitative and qualitative data. This data was used to identify linguistic boundaries within the 

landscape and impact of language policies on language and cultural representation.  

The second portion of this study consisted of conducting interviews with pedestrians and 

shop workers within Koreatown and Japantown (Appendix B). Two parts of this survey used a 

Likert scale to determine Japanese or Korean and English language levels (1= None/Entering; 2= 

Emerging; 3= Transitioning; 4= Expanding; 5= Commanding). One Yes/No question (Yes= 

Agree; No= Don’t Agree) and one short answer response determined personal views about 
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representation of culture and identity. One other Yes/No question (Yes= Agree; No= Don’t 

Agree) and two short answer responses provided personal views of language policies and 

awareness of home language use in the landscape.  

The survey used a mixture of nominal and descriptive data. Questions 1, 2, 3 and 4 

provided nominal data by having participants rate their language levels and feelings on language 

use. However, questions 5, 6 and 7 provided descriptive data by asking about participants’ 

personal views on language in the landscape and their cultural values. This allowed the 

researcher to understand participants’ personal views on language and culture and, combined 

with the photographs, specifically identify effects state language policies, personal linguistic 

attitudes and linguistic minority had on the linguistic landscape. The surveys also provided the 

researcher with qualitative data. This data was used to support the photographs taken and to 

create a holistic view of the linguistic landscapes of Koreatown and Japantown.  

Limitations 

 It is important to understand that there are various factors which may have affected the 

data obtained in this study. Human error could have contributed to signs being missed or 

unnoticed. Streets were walked both sides for the pictures to be taken, and the signs were only 

counted, documented and categorized based on the photos taken. Since Midtown Manhattan, NY 

is fast-paced and busy, there may have been signs missed due to obstruction by pedestrians, 

vehicles, or objects. An example would be if there was a sign, poster, or graffiti facing in the 

opposite direction of the direction being walked at the time. Precautions were taken to avoid this, 

but signs could have been missed due to pedestrians or vehicles blocking certain areas. As such, 

the number of photographs taken may not completely represent what is normal for those areas. It 

is also imperative to understand that this study was done in a short period during one month of 
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the year. Intrinsically, signs in the Koreatown and Japantown landscape could change depending 

on the time of year, examples being billboards or posters. 

 It is also imperative to keep in mind that the areas designated as Japantown in this study 

are completely different from the area designated as Koreatown. Despite being termed 

Japantown by locals (Japanese, 2016), this area is wide spread over the east side of Downtown 

Manhattan, NY and consists only of the occasional Japanese business within an English 

dominated area. As such, only the small areas consisting of Japanese businesses were 

photographed due to time constraints.  

As previously mentioned, interviews with shop workers and pedestrian were conducted to 

provide a more holistic view on language policies and attitudes towards the linguistic landscape. 

However, Manhattan, NY is known for being a fast-paced city which resulted in participants not 

wanting to take the time to do the survey questions. As such, the number of survey participants is 

not near the goal chosen and may lead to results that are not valid and do not represent the 

language, culture, identity, and language policy of the Koreatown and Japantown linguistic 

landscape. 
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Results 

The purpose of this study was to examine the linguistic landscape of Koreatown and 

Japantown in Manhattan, focusing on the representation of culture and identity in the landscape. 

Despite Japanese and Korean being minority languages in Manhattan, these people have created 

a linguistic space that fully represents and supports their identity and cultural background 

(United States Census Bureau, 2015). Even though the United States is an English dominant 

society, there are policies in place to help minority language groups. These policies focus on 

translation services and second language acquisition within schools (Backhaus, 2009; Barni & 

Bagna, 2015; Cenoz & Gorter, 2008; Gorter & Cenoz, 2008; Kasanga, 2012), which may have 

an impact on the linguistic landscape.  

This study also examined the various linguistic signs within these two territories and how 

a visual border can be created between the minority language representation in the linguistic 

landscape and the English-speaking communities linguistic landscape (Gorter, 2006; Gorter & 

Cenoz, 2008; Huebner, 2006; Hult, 2014; Landry & Bourhis, 1997). This visual border will be 

observable through the Korean and Japanese street, business, and commercial signs placed along 

the edge of the linguistic landscape in Koreatown and Japantown. These signs were documented 

through photography.  

As such, there are three questions kept in mind during this study: 

1. To what extent do the signs in the linguistic landscape of Japantown and Koreatown 

represent the languages of those communities? 

2. How does the linguistic landscape reflect the identity and cultural representation of the 

Japanese and Korean people within the communities? 
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3. How does the linguistic landscape of Japantown and Koreatown in Manhattan, NY indicate 

visual boundary between these two distinct communities and the English-speaking 

communities in that multicultural area? 

4. How does the linguistic landscape reflect the language planning and policies in these 

communities?  

Language Representation in Signs 

After the study was finished, the various photographs were categorized. The categorized 

signs were then counted, languages in the landscape of the two areas were put into a chart, 

survey answers categorized and charted and a general understanding of the linguistic landscape 

for each area was determined. Throughout this study, there were some signs that could not be 

categorized based on the categorization chart. These signs were labeled under the “any piece of 

written text within a definable frame”, which included help wanted signs, open or closed signs 

for businesses and signs showing business hours (Backhaus, 2006). For the most part, these signs 

were not considered of high significance unless they contained Korean or Japanese. All signs 

consisting of Korean or Japanese were categorized based on the categorization chart and were 

considered of high importance to this study. However, all photographed signs in this study are 

part of these linguistic landscapes. As such, all languages of the signs were assembled in a chart 

to show a comprehensive view of languages in these areas (Figure 3 and Figure 4). The signs 

belonging to Korean or Japanese businesses but are written in another language were analyzed 

based on culture and identity.  

Koreatown. Koreatown consisted of the most signs studied, where roughly 153 signs 

were photographed and documented. Out of the 153 signs, most of these are considered place 

names for local businesses, shops and restaurants; a total of 85 place names were counted. Signs 
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categorized as commercial shop signs were the next highest ones photographed and documented, 

totaling at 19. These signs were indicative of services offered in the Korean businesses and 

restaurants. There were two photos taken of mailboxes that were categorized into objects and 

three signs categorized into advertising billboard were photographed and documented. One street 

sign was photographed and documented into the public road signs category. There were 43 signs 

in this linguistic landscape that contained no Korean on them. However, out of these 43 signs, 

six of them, written in English, are known to be businesses originating from South Korea. Even 

though they were categorized, they were primarily taken into consideration based on cultural and 

identity representation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     Figure 3. Number of signs for each language represented within Koreatown. 

In figure 3, as shown above, a comprehensive view of languages represented on 

Koreatown signs is shown. Koreatown consisted of 77 monolingual signs, 73 bilingual signs and 

three multilingual signs (Table 4). Out of all the signs documented in Koreatown, only 34 

consisted of just the Korean language. Of these 34 signs, four of them were categorized as 
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commercial shop signs, one as an advertising billboard and the other 28 signs were categorized 

as place names. Out of the rest of the signs in Koreatown that had a single language, two were in 

Japanese, one was in Spanish, two were in French and 38 were in English. The rest of the signs 

photographed and documented were a mixture of Korean/English signs, Korean/Japanese signs 

and Korean/Japanese/English signs (Table 4). The places within Koreatown that have been 

photographed and catalogued are labeled by the language represented on the sign. Koreatown is 

located on a portion of East 31st street, located between 5th and 6th Avenue, and as such 

photographs were organized based on language.  

Table 4 

Linguistic Representations 

Type of Sign Indicators 

Monolingual Signs written in a single language. Words can 

be of any size, shape or color, but only consist 

of one language. An example would be signs 

in English only or Korean only. 

Bilingual Signs written in two languages. The sign can 

consist of any language if there are two 

distinct languages represented. The two 

languages can be shown in any way (one 

word larger than the other). An example 

would be a sign in English and Korean. 

Multilingual Signs written in more than two languages. 

The words can be shown in any manner and 

any number of languages can be represented. 

An example would be a sign written in 

English, Korean and Japanese.  

 

Korean. Out of all the photographs taken in this area, there were only 34 signs 

photographed that were written in Korean. Two of these signs were categorized as an advertising 

billboard, four were categorized as commercial shop signs and the rest as place names. One 
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advertising billboard sign was placed on a telephone pole in the center of Koreatown. The sign is 

printed on a glossy poster paper and has varying sizes of Korean writing (Figure 4). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        Figure 4. Advertising billboard. 

The second advertising billboard was located on the second floor of a building. This sign was 

attached to the side of the building and contained an arrow indicating where to find the 

establishment. The sign is a blue and red, basic looking sign with illumination coming from the 

inside of it (Figure 5). There were two different sizes of Korean writing and a phone number at 

the bottom of the sign. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Advertising billboard sign. 

Like the advertising billboard, three of the commercial shop signs are posters. All three of 

these posters are in the window of an establishment, but two belong to the same establishment. 

Figure 6 shows two professional signs printed on a glossy poster paper. The top sign has Korean 
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writing of varying sizes and a phone number written on it. The bottom sign consists of varying 

sizes of Korean writing and photos representing the information on the sign. The third poster is 

also professional and created on glossy printer paper. There is a picture of a man on it and 

several trophies. The Korean writing varies in sizes and there is an acronym written, but nothing 

to indicate what it means (Figure 7).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           Figure 6. Bookstore signs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      Figure 7. Commercial shop sign. 

The final commercial shop sign is hand written and belongs to a restaurant called Shilla (Figure 

8). This sign is hand written on a piece of white computer paper and is torn on its upper right 
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hand corner. There are four sections of Korean writing on it, all the same size, and a phone 

number at the bottom. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Shilla commercial shop sign. 

 Finally, there is a variety of place name signs consisting of only Korean writing. These 

various signs are representative of restaurants, health care businesses and religious 

establishments. One example of each of these establishments will be shown to provide insight 

into what the various signs look like. Figure 9 shows a sign above a third-floor window of a 

building. This sign is categorized as a place name and indicates a restaurant establishment. The 

Korean writing is represented in large, medium and small sizes. The sign is modern, professional 

looking and does not illuminate. 

 

 

          Figure 9. Restaurant 

The next sign is categorized as place names due to its representation of a health care 

establishment (Figure 10). This sign rests above a window on the fourth floor of a building and 

has a modern, basic appearance. It also contains no form of illumination. The Korean writing is 

all one size and there is a phone number at the bottom of the sign.  
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     Figure 10. Health care establishment. 

The final type of establishment containing only Korean is a religious center (Figure 11).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

        Figure 11. Religious establishment. 

This sign hangs on the side of a building at the third floor. It has two different sizes of Korean 

writing and contains a cross at the top. It has no illumination, but is modern and basic in 

appearances. 

Korean/English. The most signs represented linguistically in the landscape were 

bilingual signs consisting of Korean and English. A total number of 69 bilingual signs were 

photographed with both languages located on it. Two of these signs were categorized as objects, 

two as commercial shop signs and the rest as place names. These various signs are representative 

of newspaper containers, restaurants, health care and travel establishments. Some examples of 

each type of establishment will be provided for insight into what each type of sign looks like.  

Both signs categorized as objects were mailboxes containing both Korean and English on 

them. Figure 12 is written on the side of a newspaper container. The Korean writing is larger and 
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represented first on the sign. While the Korean writing is larger than the English, both are written 

in a basic, straightforward manner.  

 

 

 

         Figure 12. The Korean New York Daily. 

Unlike the first mailbox, the second one represents English first and has it written larger than 

Korean (Figure 13). This sign is also written on a mailbox in a basic, straightforward manner. 

There was no illumination for either of these two signs. 

 

 

 

     Figure 13. The Korea Daily. 

 Unlike the signs categorized as objects, the commercial shop signs are both larger 

sidewalk signs used to grab the attention of pedestrians. Figure 14 is a unique, modern 

chalkboard sign with a handwritten menu in Korean and English. Except for the writing at the 

top of the board, Korean is written larger than English and is represented first in each line. 

 

 

 

 

   

      Figure 14. Chalkboard sign. 
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Opposite from the chalkboard sign is Figure 15. This sign is modern, professional and is 

illuminated. Like the previous sign, this sign also has Korean writing represented larger than 

English and written first. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      Figure 15. Professional sidewalk sign. 

 Finally, there are four place name signs that display an overall representation of the 

appearance of Korean and English signs. These signs, along with most of the other place name 

signs, represent Korean writing of equal size or larger than English writing. Figure 16 shows a 

modern, 3-Dimensional sign that has Korean first and then two different sizes of English writing 

after it. This sign advertises a restaurant and was attached to the second floor of a building.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16. Shilla Korean Barbeque. 
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Another place name sign is the various signs found above Kunjip, a Korean restaurant 

(Figure 17). This restaurant contains four different signs representing the same thing, the name of 

the restaurant. In these signs, Korean is written first and is larger or of equal size as the English 

writing. The largest, middle sign is a modern, 3-Dimensional illuminated sign. The sign on the 

bottom and to the right are modern, professional signs that are not illuminated. The last sign on 

the left is attached to the building and is modern and illuminated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17. The Kunjip. 

 The final two signs are representative of an acupuncture business and a travel center. 

Kyung Hee Acupuncture had a modern and simple appearance with illumination inside (Figure 

18). As with the other signs, Korean is written larger and before English. This sign also contains 

the floor number of the business. 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 18. Kyung Hee Acupuncture. 
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However, Eden Travel has a sign that can be considered a banner (Figure 19). This banner not 

only contains the Korean first and larger trend, but also has the establishments phone number at 

the bottom. There is no illumination for this banner, but it is modern, simple and clean in 

appearance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19. Eden Travel. 

Korean/Japanese. Three additional signs were considered bilingual and contained 

Japanese and Korean together.  Two of these signs were located on the same building and both 

advertised a Karaoke establishment (Figure 20). The first sign is a blue, basic looking sign above 

the third-floor window. The blue sign had Korean and Japanese written on it in equal size. 

However, the second sign had Korean written much larger than the Japanese words. The second 

sign is a white sign hanging from the left side of the third-floor window. Both signs are 

illuminated from the inside at night and have been categorized as place names. These two signs, 

the sign in Figure 26 and an English version of the ガゴパ word (Figure 27) are all part of a 

series of four signs to indicate this Korean restaurant/Japanese Karaoke establishment. 
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Figure 20. ガゴパ カラオケ ボックス establishment.  

The third Korean/Japanese sign was categorized as another place name. It advertised for another 

karaoke establishment in a different building of Koreatown (Figure 21). The sign is modern, 

basic and illuminates from the inside. It hangs above the fifth-floor window of the building. The 

Korean writing on this sign was also much larger than the Japanese writing. This sign also 

contains the phone number and floor number to the establishment. 

 

 

 

 

 

    Figure 21. Karaoke establishment. 

Korean/Japanese/English. There were three multilingual signs consisting of the Korean, 

Japanese and English language. The first multilingual sign is part of the place name category and 

it advertises for a karaoke establishment. Figure 22 shows a green, basic looking sign next to a 

second-floor window. The English and Japanese writing were the same size as each other, but 

one set of Korean writings was larger and the other was smaller than the English/Japanese 
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writing. Besides the three languages, the sign also contains the floor number the establishment is 

locate on. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           Figure 22. Karaoke establishment. 

 The second establishment containing Korean, Japanese and English was a sign 

advertising for an eye doctor’s office (Figure 23). This sign was categorized as a place name and 

was like the previous multilingual sign. It was a modern, basic looking sign that had English and 

Japanese written in equal size but larger Korean writing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       Figure 23. European Optical 

The final sign was for a convenience store and was categorized as a commercial shop sign 

because it was not the name of the shop, but an advertisement for what was inside the shop 
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(Figure 24). The sign is a modern, basic looking sign with illumination built inside it. The two 

Korean words are both written larger than the English and Japanese. However, unlike the 

previous signs, English was written larger than Japanese which made the Japanese writing the 

smallest and most difficult to notice. 

 

 

 

      Figure 24. Convenience Store. 

Japanese. Two signs within Koreatown were written in only the Japanese language. The 

first sign belonged to an establishment called カラオケ (Figure 25). This sign was labeled as a 

place name and it looked like a basic, professional looking sign that illuminated from the inside. 

There were no other distinguishing features except the floor number the establishment is located 

on.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 25. カラオケ. 

The other establishment consisting of Japanese only signs is ガゴパ. Figure 26 shows a modern, 

illuminated sign created from lights. This sign sits in the window of the third floor and is 
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accompanied with a bilingual Korean and Japanese sign to the left side and above this sign 

(Figure 20). This sign was also categorized as a place name and seems to be one out of a series 

of four signs used to advertise an establishment on the third floor of a building. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       Figure 26. ガゴパ establishment. 

English. Out of all the signs, English was the second language represented often in the 

landscape, consisting of 39 signs written in only English. Most of the English signs 

photographed were located on the boundaries of Koreatown where minority language began to 

transform into majority language. However, the English signs located within Koreatown were 

typically used to further emphasize the name of an establishment. One previously mentioned 

establishment that uses English for further support is the ガゴパ place (Figure 26). The English 

version of this establishments place name sign is a basic, non-illuminated sign that sits inside the 

window of the fourth floor (Figure 27). 

 

 

 

 

          Figure 27. Gagopa establishment. 
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However, there were three establishments that contains English and is not either located 

on the boundary or used as a support for language. One of these establishments is the New York 

Manhattan Hotel (NYMA). This hotel had two place name signs, both of which were written in 

red and green lettering. Figure 28 shows one sign that is modern, professional looking. This sign 

is written on an overhang located above the entrance. The other NYMA hotel sign is a white, 

illuminated sign that hangs from the side of the building, about a floor up from the overhang 

sign. 

 

 

 

    Figure 28. NYMA Hotel 

 A second one of these establishments is the Stanford hotel. The sign for this hotel was 

placed on the side of the building, between the second and fifth floors (Figure 29). The sign was 

categorized as a place name and looked old but professional.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

       Figure 29. Stanford Hotel 
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The last establishment that had an English sign and was not on the boundary or a language 

support is the Saint Laurie Hotel. This hotel sign was categorized as a place name. The hotel had 

a simple, elegant and professional looking sign next to the entrance (Figure 30).  

 

          

 

 

Figure 30. Saint Laurie hotel 

French. There were two signs in Koreatown that were written in French. The first sign 

belonged to Tous Le Jours café and was categorized as a place name sign. Figure 31 below 

shows a modern, professional 3-Dimensional sign with inner illuminating lights.  

 

    

 

 

 

 

  Figure 31. Tous Le Jours café. 

The other establishment, also categorized as place name, written in French was Paris Baguette 

Café (Figure 32). In Figure 32 below shows a modern, illuminated sign. It is neither a 3-

Dimensional sign nor a typical sign on an overhang. This sign is made of all lights and sits above 

the entrance, inside the window of the café 
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   Figure 32. Paris Baguette Café.  

Spanish. There was one sign written in only Spanish and it was categorized as a 

commercial shop sign. This Spanish sign was in the window of a shop that had an English place 

name sign above the entrance. The place name sign above the shops entrance was photographed, 

but the Spanish sign was not photographed. While photographing the place name the shop owner 

came out and requested no photographs of his establishment. Due to this request the place name 

sign photograph will also not be included in this study. 

Japantown. As mentioned previously in this study, Japantown is wide spread across 

Midtown Manhattan. As such, most of the signs in the linguistic landscape are written in English. 

However, there were 32 signs from these areas that were photographed and documented. About 

24 were categorized under place names due to being restaurants. The other eight signs were 

categorized under commercial shop signs since they were advertising services for the restaurants. 

Out of the 24 signs categorized as place names, two of them belonged to a Japanese restaurant, 

but was written in English and Korean. Along with this, one of the eight categorized commercial 

shop signs was also written in Korean and English. Signs that contained no Japanese or were not 

known to be Japanese establishments were not photographed or catalogued. However, they have 

been taken into consideration when surveys completed by Japanese people were analyzed. 
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     Figure 33. Number of signs for each language represented within Japantown. 

In Figure 33, one can view the breakdown of languages on the signs in Japantown. Out of 

all 32 signs photographed, only four consisted of just Japanese. The other 29 signs contained 8 

signs in English, 15 signs in Japanese and English and three signs in Korean and English. The 

places within Japantown that have been photographed and catalogued are labeled by the street 

they were located on; consisting of 5th avenue, 6th avenue, East 31st St., East 32nd St., East 44th 

St., Eat 45th St., East 46th St., East 48th St., East 49th St. and 52nd St. The two types of sign 

categorizations for Japantown are not examined based on street location, but instead on the 

specific business it belongs to.  

5th Avenue. Located on 5th Avenue was a single Japanese restaurant called Muji. This 

sign was categorized under place names due to it being the name of a Japanese restaurant. In the 

figure below (Figure 34), the languages shown on the restaurant are both English and Japanese. 

This was the only Japanese establishment located on this street, all other businesses, restaurants, 

shops, etc. were written in English. 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
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Number of Signs
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    Figure 34. Muji Restaurant. 

As you can also determine from the above figure, this restaurant had a modern, professional 

looking sign attached to their restaurant. This sign hung from a maroon strip on the building. The 

English is written in larger letters then the Japanese symbols. Despite the sign being in English 

and Japanese, all other signs within the establishment were written in English. 

6th Avenue. This street had three signs photographed and categorized. The one 

photograph taken was categorized into place names based on it being the name of the bookstore, 

Kinokuniya (Figure 35). The bookstore had a modern, professional 3-Dimensional sign attached 

to their store. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 35. Kinokuniya bookstore. 
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Figure 36. Kinokuniya flyers. 

The other two categorized photographs were located within the establishment and were labeled 

as commercial shop signs. In Figure 36, books available for purchase are advertised on the walls 

of one of the many staircases in the establishment. In figure 37, directions are provided for the 

various floors of this business. 

 

 

 

 

 

                 Figure 37. Directions for various floors at the Kinokuniya bookstore. 

This bookstore has English on the outside, but a 70% Japanese and 30% English representation 

on the inside, with Japanese consistently being written of equal or larger size and represented 

first over English. All other establishments on this street were written only in English. 

East 31st street. Within this street were three Japanese restaurants located within a block 

from each other. All three restaurants were categorized under place names due to being a 

restaurant business. The first two restaurants were called Akura Sushi and Umi Sushi. Figures 38 

and 39 below show how both establishments have professional signs attached to their business. 
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Akura Sushi, Figure 38, has an illuminated square sign above the door and to the left of the 

larger sign. Umi Sushi, Figure 39, has a modern, 3-Dimensional sign attached to an overhang. 

These two restaurants consist of English signs only and both displays pictures of food served in 

their establishment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     Figure 38. Akura Sushi 

 

 

 

 

      Figure 39. Umi Sushi 

However, the third restaurant is called Naruto Ramen and has both Japanese and English 

on it. This restaurant also displays an English menu and a separate Japanese menu in its window. 

These menus were photographed and categorized as a commercial shop signs.  
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     Figure 40. Naruto Ramen Menu 

This restaurant had a professional illuminated sign attached above their business. Figures 

40 and 41 show English as the dominant language on the sign with Japanese banners, lanterns 

and Japanese and English menus in their window. The Japanese menu was significantly smaller 

than the English menu.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 41. Naruto Ramen Sign 

East 32nd street. The Japanese establishment found on this street is linguistically different 

from the other Japanese places located in Japantown. It is a restaurant called Ichi Umi and one of 

the photographs taken is categorized as a place name (Figure 42) and the second is categorized as 

a commercial shop sign (Figure 43). Figure 42 below shows this restaurant has a simple, 

professional Korean and English sign above the shop.  
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  Figure 42. Ichi Umi. 

Figure 43 shows personally created English and Korean flyers showing various foods 

served at that restaurant. The English words are written larger than Korean on all of these signs. 

There are no Japanese symbols present, but the name Ichi Umi is Japanese and the workers 

mentioned it serves Japanese food with some Korean dishes. The menus inside this establishment 

are all written in English. All other establishments in this area are written in English. 

 

 

 

 

 

       Figure 43. Ichi Umi menu. 

East 44th street. Two signs were photographed on this street and they were categorized as 

a place name. This restaurant, Tsushima, was represented by both English and Japanese. The two 

languages represented on the signs are of equal size. One sign was modern, sleek and 

professionally done, but was not illuminated and was small (Figure 44).  
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  Figure 44. Tsushima. 

The second sign was written on an overhang above the establishment’s door. The signs in the 

window of Tsushima were all written in English as well as everything within the restaurant. This 

street consisted of all English establishments except for a Thai restaurant and Tsushima. 

East 45th street. There were four Japanese establishments on this street. Two were 

restaurants, one was a café and the last one a karaoke bar. As such, all four were categorized 

under place names. However, two of these establishments, BentOn Café and Tonkatsu 

Matsunoya, also contain one sign each that has been categorized as a commercial shop signs (See 

figures 47 and 48 below). The Japanese karaoke bar had a small modern, professional sign and 

was written in English and Japanese.  

The name, J’s Bar, was written in English and the words Karaoke Pub (カラオケ パブ) 

was written in Japanese (Figure 45). The English words on this sign were twice the size of the 

Japanese symbols.  

 

 

 

    Figure 45. J’s Bar. 
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Another restaurant located on this street was Riki, which had a modern, simplistic sign attached 

on and above an overhang and there was also a poster-styled sign on their window (Figure 46). 

The sign on the overhang was written in English and Japanese, with English being larger and 

more dominant. However, the poster-styled sign located in the window of this restaurant was 

written in large Japanese symbols. 

 

 

 

 

    Figure 46. Riki. 

The BentOn Café had a small, circular illuminated sign and a sidewalk sign advertising 

the restaurant. Both signs were in English, but signs attached to the café windows and within the 

café were in English and Japanese (Figure 47).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

     Figure 47. BentOn Cafe.  

The final restaurant, Tonkatsu Matsunoya, had a large, illuminated sign that look professionally 

done. The large sign was located above an overhang and was written in Japanese. There was a 

smaller, illuminated sign right below the Japanese sign and two more, non-illuminated signs 
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above the entrance and window. The three smaller signs were all written in English (Figure 48). 

This restaurant had several menus in its window and an advertisement on its door. All the menus 

and the advertisement were written in both English and Japanese, with the writing being of equal 

size. There were no other Japanese establishments located in this area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       Figure 48. Tonkatsu Matsunoya. 

East 46th street. One Japanese establishment was documented on this street. Two 

photographs were taken, one of the restaurant name and one of an advertisement. As such, the 

restaurant’s name was categorized into place names and the advertisement was categorized into 

commercial shop signs. The restaurant was called Udon West and had a professional overhang 

with its name and address on it (Figure 49). There was also a small, illuminated sign on the 

sidewalk that advertised the name of the restaurant. Next to this small sign was a sidewalk stand 

advertising foods served at that establishment (Figure 50). All three signs were written in English 

and Japanese. The overhang sign had both languages represented in equal size, but the small 

sidewalk sign had the Japanese symbols larger than the English words; this was also the case for 

the food advertisement. No other establishments in this area were Japanese. 
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Figure 49. Udon West. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      Figure 50. Udon west street sign. 

East 48th street. This street had a karaoke business located on it. The name was Duet 

Karaoke 48 and it was written in all English. There were no other signs at this business and the 

windows were all covered in black. The business was determined to be a Japanese place due to 

several recommendations from local Japanese people. No other Japanese establishments were in 

the area. 

East 49th street. One photograph was taken and categorized on this street. The Nishida 

ShoTen restaurant was categorized as place name (Figure 51). There were two signs advertising 

the name of this restaurant. One was a simple, professional sign above the overhang that was 

illuminated by two street lamps.  
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  Figure 51. Nishida ShoTen. 

This sign was written in Japanese and English with one word in English and three sets of 

symbols, words, in Japanese. The three sets of Japanese symbols varied in size, with one set 

larger than the English word, one set the same size as the English word and the last set smaller 

than the English word. This one stated the English version of the Japanese name. The other sign 

was written on the overhang and it was written in English. It stated what type of Japanese 

restaurant Nishida ShoTen was. All other establishments in this area were English only. 

52nd street. This street was more heavily photographed then the other streets. There were 

six Japanese establishments in this area. All signs photographed of these establishments were 

categorized under place names due to all six of these places being Japanese restaurants. Three of 

these restaurants consisted of signs only in English and the other three had signs in English and 

Japanese. The first restaurant is one called Aki Sushi. The sign was professionally written on the 

overhang, but looks dirty and unkempt (Figure 52).  

 

 

 

   

      Figure 52. Aki Sushi. 
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The sign was written in English and all menus and signs within the restaurant were English too. 

The second restaurant is called Asian Station and was also written in only English. The sign sits 

above the door and looks modern and professionally done. The sign consists of the name and 

what kind of restaurant it is, Asian bistro & Sushi Bar.  

The third restaurant was called Totto Ramen and it was located right next to two more 

Japanese restaurants, a ramen shop called Hide-Chan Ramen and Yakiniku Gen (Figure 53 and 

54). Totto Ramen had a modern, professional sign above an enclosed overhang (Figure 53). The 

sign was written in English and the enclosed overhang had nothing but business hours on it. 

Everything inside Totto Ramen was written in English also.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 53. Totto and Hide-Chan Ramen. 

Hide-Chan Ramen had a unique, modern and professional looking sign above the doorway 

(Figure 53). This restaurant also had a sticker sign on their glass door. Both signs had Japanese 

and English written on them and, in both cases, the Japanese symbols were written larger than 

the English words. The signs inside Hide-Chan Ramen were in both Japanese and English. 

Yakinuki Gen was an authentic Japanese barbeque restaurant instead of a ramen shop. 

The signs for this restaurant were modern, sleek and professionally done. There was one sign 
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above the restaurant, a second small, square sign to the left of the restaurant and a third sign at 

the bottom and set into the wall (Figure 54).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 54. Yakinuki Gen. 

The small square sign said Yakiniku Gen but the word Yakiniku was in Japanese and was written 

larger than Gen. The other two signs said the same thing, 焼肉 玄 Gen Authentic Japanese 

Barbeque. However, the sign above the restaurant had equal size of writing for English and 

Japanese symbols, but the sign to the left had the Japanese symbols larger than the English 

words.  

The last restaurant was called Nippon and the sign was simple and professional looking. 

It was written directly onto the overhang and had icicle lights hanging from it. The signs were in 

English and Japanese and both languages were written of equal size. The Japanese said 日本

which is the Japanese word for Nihon/Nippon (Figure 55). This restaurant required reservations 

so the language of the signs inside is unknown. These six restaurants were the only Japanese 

establishments in this area. 
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Figure 55. Nippon. 

Identity and Cultural Representation in Linguistic Landscape 

Language is an important method communities use to express their identity and culture 

(Baker, 2011). Prior to determining participants personal culture and identity, the language a 

person associates themselves with was determined through two of the survey questions. A Likert 

scale was used to collect data about these personal views on language levels. The survey 

questions 1 (On a scale of 1-5 [1-lowest and 5-highest], How well do you speak English?) and 2 

(On a scale of 1-5 [1-lowest and 5-highest], How well do you speak Korean/Japanese?) provided 

nominal data by having participants rate their language levels based on a 5-scale rating system. 

Despite being categorized under language proficiency (Table 2), personal language use will 

reflect opinions about linguistic representations in the landscape. 

 Out of the three surveys conducted in Koreatown, only one participant had a lower 

speaking level of the English language. For these two questions (Figure 56), Male 1 and Female 

1 said commanding (5) for questions’ one and two. Female 2 said expanding (3) for question one 

and commanding (5) for question two.  
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Figure 56.  Korean survey results for questions one and two 

In Japantown Male 2 said entering (1) for question one and transitioning (3) for question two. 

Female 4 and Female 5 said transitioning (3) for question one and commanding (5) for question 

two. Female 3 said expanding (4) for question one and commanding (5) for question two. 

 

Figure 57.  Japanese survey results for questions one and two 

Overall, there was only one participant (Male 2) that had lower speaking levels in both 

English and Japanese. All other participants had high levels of English and Japanese or English 
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and Korean. As such, all participants except Male 2 were considered bilingual in both languages 

which provided a deeper understanding into the following survey questions about culture and 

identity. 

There were two survey questions provided to shop workers and pedestrians in Koreatown 

and Japantown that allowed the researcher to obtain an understanding of participants’ culture and 

identity. Survey question four (Do you feel like your language is represented in the signs of 

Koreatown/Japantown?), provided nominal data by having participants rate their language 

representation based on a yes or no rating scale. Survey question seven (Have you given up or 

changed part of your cultural beliefs or practices to fit into the American culture? Why?), 

provided descriptive data by asking participants about their cultural values. 

Three surveys were conducted within Koreatown during this study (Appendix B). One 

survey was given to a male (Male 1) and the other two were given to females. Male 1 and the 

two females (Female 1 and 2) were pedestrians in shops and the street. All three participants 

answered yes for survey question four (Figure 58). In question seven all three participants said 

they did change their cultural beliefs and practices to fit better into the society. Male 1 further 

elaborated by stating many people in America “do not understand Korean culture” and so it is 

easier to adapt and change himself to become part of “American Society”. Based on the answers 

provided for question seven, these participants show a change in their culture and identity to 

become integrated into that society. Even though they have changed some aspects of their 

cultural identity, they are aware and accepting of their home language representation in the 

linguistic landscape. 
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Figure 58. Answers for survey question number four. 

However, there were four surveys conducted within Japantown during this study. One 

survey was given to a male (Male 2) and the other three were given to females. Male 2 and two 

females (Female 4 and 5) were pedestrians in shops and the street while one female (Female 3) 

was a worker in a bookstore. Male 2, Female 3 and Female 5 answered yes for survey question 

four, but Female 4 answered no for question four (Figure 58). In survey question seven, Male 2 

did not fully comprehend what cultural beliefs were and said, “it’s okay”. Female 4 and Female 3 

both said they did not change their beliefs, but adapted to the American culture. Female 5 said 

being in America has strengthened her personal culture and beliefs. Unlike the participants from 

Koreatown, the Japanese participants show a willingness to be flexible with their culture and 

identity. Overall, these survey questions show that all participants show an awareness of their 

culture and identity representation in the landscape despite the changes they may have done to 

their personal beliefs. 

 While the surveys provide specific, personal answers from a limited number of people, 

the signs photographed represent a holistic view on the culture and identity of the area. There 
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were 11 photographs of signs from Koreatown and Japantown that had distinct indications of 

supporting the culture and identity of Korean and Japanese people. There were six signs in 

Koreatown that represented Korean culture and the identity of its people. Four of these signs, 

Pinkberry, H Mart, The Face Shop and Nature Republic, were written in English. However, the 

other two signs, Bank of Hope and Shinhan Bank, were written in both English and Korean. All 

six of these shops are representative of Korean culture and identity due to them being Korean 

based or related companies.  

 Two of the signs, Pinkberry and H Mart, are both stores created within the United States 

by a person of Korean ethnicity (H Mart, 2017; Pinkberry, 2017). Pinkberry is a frozen yogurt 

chain located in Korea and the United States (Figure 59). However, H Mart is a supermarket 

chain that provides goods imported from Korea (Figure 60). Both establishments had a modern, 

3-dimensional sign located above the door. These signs were illuminated from the inside 

(Figures 59 and 60).  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 59. Pinkberry. 

 

 

 

   Figure 60. H Mart. 
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Pinkberry consists of all English signs, but workers are bilingual in English and Korean. 

However, H Mart imports and sells food, kitchen and gift item products from Korea. As such, 

about 80% of these products contain only the Korean language on them. These two 

establishments show how Korean culture is created within the landscape. Despite the signs being 

written in English only, the products sold are either imported from Korea or recreated based on 

Korean goods. 

 Even though The Face Shop and Nature Republic are also written in English only, these 

shops were founded in Korea and brought to the United States (Nature Republic, 2017; The Face 

Shop, 2017). The Face Shop had a modern, 3-dimensional sign above the window display and 

there were six individual lights illuminating it (Figure 61).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

       Figure 61. The Face Shop. 

Nature Republic also had a modern, 3-dimensional sign above their display window, but the sign 

was illuminated on the inside (Figure 62). 
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   Figure 62. Nature Republic. 

Previously mentioned is how Koreatown was created within the center of Greeley Square, a 

major shopping district. These stores import and sell products manufactured in Korea, products 

that contain Korean on the labels despite the store signs consisting of English only. These two 

stores also have shop workers who are bilingual in Korean and English. Korea is known for its 

shopping, beauty and fashion, which is represented in the signs and shops themselves 

(Koreatown, 2016).  

 The two signs taken of Shinhan Bank and Bank of Hope represent culture and identity 

through the use of multilingualism on their sign. Shinhan Bank had a modern, 3-dimensional 

sign above the display window. The Korean symbols were written larger than the English words. 

(Figure 63).  

 

 

 

     Figure 63. Shinhan Bank. 
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 Figure 64. Bank of Hope. 

Bank of Hope had three different signs advertising their name. All three were modern, 

professional looking signs. One was a sign directly above the door to the bank, another was a 

banner above the second floor of the building and the last was a sign to the right of the building. 

(Figure 64). The two signs above the bank were written in English, but the sign to the right of the 

building was written in Korean. These banks are representative of Korean culture due to both 

banks being labeled as Korean-American (Bank of Hope, 2017; Shinhan Bank, 2017). While 

both banks have Korean and English on their signs, Bank of Hope consists of various other 

Korean/English signs within the bank. These banks are important for the Korean community in 

this area because they are connected to sister banks located in Korea. As such, the signs taken 

from the six establishments mentioned above provide a fluidity between the linguistic landscape 

of Korea and Manhattan, NY.  

Unlike Koreatown, Japantown consists of one establishment that embodies cultural and 

identity representation within the linguistic landscape. This establishment is a bookstore located 

on 6th Avenue, Kinokuniya (Figures 35). Five photographs were taken at this establishment due 

to Kinokuniya containing various bilingual signs, written in Japanese and English, throughout its 

three floors and provide bilingual workers to those in need of help. As previously mentioned in 

this study, the various bilingual signs consist of book advertisements (Figure 36), directions for 
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the various floors (Figure 37) and different signs advertising products sold. The Japanese 

symbols were being written of equal or larger size and represented first over English on the 

signs. This combination of Japanese and English language throughout the store and the Bottom-

Up priority shown by placing Japanese over English. This bookstore is further significant 

because Japanese products are advertised and sold there.  

Language Planning and Policies 

In the United States, there is no official language chosen, but individual laws and 

attitudes for each state can create ideologies within the community and their linguistic 

landscapes. There were seven survey questions conducted within Koreatown and Japantown that 

allowed the researcher to gain an understanding of participants’ personal views on language 

representation in the landscape. Survey question three (Have you ever felt like it is not okay to 

use your home/first language?) provided nominal data by having participants rate their language 

use based on a yes or no rating scale. Survey question five (Do you think Korean/Japanese 

should be written first on a sign or English first? Why?) and six (How do you feel when English 

is written larger than Korean/Japanese? Why?) provided descriptive data by asking about 

participants’ personal views on language in the landscape.  

 The surveys conducted in Koreatown consisted of a similarity within the answers 

provided by the participants. Male 1 and Female 1 said no for question three and Female 2 said 

yes for question three (Figure 65). For survey question five, Male 1 said multilingual signs are 

okay in America, but not non-English signs. Females’ 1 and 2 said having Korean first on a sign 

is okay depending on the location. If it is an area of high Korean population, then it is fine. 

Survey question six had a variety of answers from the three participants. Male 1 said it is more 

appropriate to have English larger. Female 1 said people expect to see larger English and that 
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when she sees it, she thinks the store caters to English speakers even when Korean is also on the 

sign. Female 2 did not have an opinion for this question. Overall, even though Female 2 said she 

had felt uncomfortable using Korean before, all three participants were accepting of signs 

containing the Korean language if they were bilingual and were placed in Korean populated 

areas. This acceptance of having Korean on signs is reflected in the landscape of Koreatown 

based on the number of signs photographed that contained Korean. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 65. Answers for survey question number three. 

 The participants in Japantown provided the opposite opinion with their answers. For 

survey question three, Male 2, Female 3 and Female 4 said no. Female 4 further elaborated on 

question three by saying she does not feel uncomfortable speaking Japanese while hanging out 

with friends, but tries to speak English with American and international friends. However, 

Female 5 is the opposite and said yes for question three. For survey question five all four 

Japanese participants stated that this is America and so English should always be represented 

first on signs. In question six, Females’ 4 and 5 stated having English written larger is natural 

because it is in America, but would not be okay in Japan. Male 2 and Female 3 said they are 
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okay with it because it is America. Even though most of the Japanese participants have no issues 

using their home language, all of them feel that signs in Manhattan, NY should be in English or 

English-first because it is the United States. This attitude about language on signs, even those on 

Japanese establishments, is reflected in the low number of photographs taken that contain 

Japanese. 

 Even though there is no official language policy in the United States, the participants 

surveyed show a distinct attitude towards languages on signs. In Koreatown, there were 77 

photographs taken that could indicate language planning and policy. However, for this study the 

photographs will be analyzed based on the size of the written language and placement of 

languages on the signs. The language placements will be labeled as Top-Down or Bottom-Up if 

English is larger, but will receive no official label if English is smaller (Dal Negro, 2009; Gorter, 

2006; Gorter & Cenoz, 2008; Lawrence, 2012). Some establishments represent Korean writing 

by having it larger, smaller or of equal size as the other languages on the signs. There were three 

photographs taken that explicitly show the differences between writing size and language 

placement. One example of a sign with larger Korean writing is Figure 66. 

 

  

 

 

 

            Figure 66. Korean book and music store. 

This photograph shows how even though English is written first, the Korean words are written 

larger and are illuminated. This sign has no Top-Down or Bottom-Up policy because the 
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dominant language, English, is smaller than the minority language, Korean. This photograph also 

shows a sign in the bottom right corner that consists of equal sized Korean and English writing. 

Based on the survey answers provided by the participants, this store has an equal balance of 

representing Korean and keeping with the idea that this is the United States.  

 Another photograph that shows equal sizes between Korean and another language is 

Figures 27 and 67. This restaurant and karaoke bar is a mixture of Korean and Japanese 

languages. 

 

 

 

     

Figure 67. Korean restaurant and Japanese Karaoke bar. 

Even though this sign represents two non-English languages at an equal size, there is an English 

sign above it that states the name of this establishment. Due to this, these signs have a Top-Down 

arrangement because English is larger and above the Korean and Japanese words. Despite being 

highly representative of these languages and cultures, English still came first and was also 

written larger. However, Figure 68 shows that even when a language is written smaller, it can 

still be heavily represented in a landscape. 

 

 

 

           Figure 68. Various English/Korean signs in Koreatown. 
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In this figure, there are four or five signs that feature Korean and English on them. They 

are all professional, illuminated signs that have various sizes of Korean and English writing. The 

sign on the right, Shanghai, had Korean written smaller than English. This sign is the only one 

that has a Top-Down policy because the others contain English that is smaller or equal in size 

with the Korean writing. However, the sign in the middle had several sets of Korean and English 

on it and all sets had Korean written of equal or slightly larger size. Finally, the sign on the left, 

above the coffee shop, has Korean written larger than the English portion. Most of these signs 

consisted of Korean written first, of equal or larger size, and are populated in a single area. As 

such, the linguistic landscape and survey answers correlate due to Koreatown consisting of 

mainly bilingual signs and having Korean represented in an area highly populated by Koreans. 

Unlike Koreatown, there were only 26 photographs taken in Japantown that also show 

examples of personal language policies. However, it is important to note that there were four 

signs that only consisted of Japanese and the majority contained Japanese and English. 

Japantown also had three photographs taken that explicitly show the differences between writing 

size and language placement. The first photograph displays Japanese smaller than the English 

words, but the Japanese word is written first (Figure 69). This sign has a Bottom-Up policy 

because the English is written larger and is under the Japanese writing. 

 

 

 

 

     Figure 69. J’s Bar in Japantown. 
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Even though Japanese is written first and is smaller than English, the words do not say J’s Bar. 

Regardless of looking as if it is represented smaller than English, the Japanese words have their 

own distinguishing mark. While the English words say J’s Bar and Y. Kishi Inc., the Japanese 

words say Karaoke Bar. Therefore, this establishment indicates a language policy that wants 

English speaking communities to visit, but also provide support for the Japanese speaking 

communities as well. 

Opposite of this photograph is the photograph taken of Tonkatsu Matsunoya restaurant 

(Figures 48 and 70). These signs do not have a Top-Down or Bottom-Up policy due to smaller 

English than Japanese words. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    Figure 70. Tonkatsu Matsunoya restaurant. 

This restaurant has signs that repeat themselves, but only someone who speaks Japanese would 

know this. The large, illuminated Japanese words say Tonkatsu Matsunoya and so do the two 

signs on the bottom left of the photograph. Even though the Japanese and English words are the 

same, the Japanese words are larger and placed first. While Tonkatsu Matsunoya and J’s Bar 
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may have different size representations for the Japanese words, both represent Japanese first and 

each have a distinctive way of showing support towards the Japanese community.  

 Finally, there was a photograph of a commercial shop sign taken inside Kinokuniya 

(Figures 37) that has English and Japanese represented equally in size. Figure 35 shows the place 

name of the store is written in English. However, the commercial shop signs within Kinokuniya 

were bilingual with Japanese placed before English. This sign cannot be categorized using Top-

Down or Bottom-Up because English is written in the same size as Japanese. Nevertheless, the 

floor these commercial shop signs represent is one containing only imported products from 

Japan. Combined with the bilingual signs and this shop indicates a language policy that supports 

both the Japanese and English speaking communities. 

Visual Boundaries in Linguistic Landscape 

 There are language boundaries created within the multilingual linguistic landscape of 

Manhattan, New York. These boundaries are formed from the settlement of language 

communities that represent themselves linguistically in the landscape surrounding them (Landry 

& Bourhis, 1997). There was a total of 13 photographs taken that displayed visual 

representations of boundaries in Koreatown and Japantown. Out of these 13 photographs, seven 

of them were taken in Koreatown and six were taken in Japantown. However, the boundaries 

created within these two communities are distinctly different from each other. 

 The seven photographs taken in Koreatown show a fluid transfer between the languages. 

In Figure 71 and Figure 72, the signs show a steady decrease in Korean and an increase in 

English only. These signs are a mixture of place names, commercial shop signs and government 

signs.  
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      Figure 71. Koreatown boundary next to 6th avenue. 

The Korean represented on these signs are smaller than the English words surrounding them. 

These signs are simple and professional looking, but only a few are illuminated. Two signs in 

Figure 71 are bilingual, Mobile Flex and the sign under Copy Fax, and consist of Korean and 

English. In Figure 72 one sign is written in Korean only and the rest are written in English. These 

signs show the steady progression from having most signs be written in Korean, of equal or 

larger size, to having English only signs with a few small Korean words. 

 

 

 

 

 

  Figure 72. Koreatown boundary next to 6th avenue.  

 However, across the street from this corner of West 32nd street and 6th avenue was a set of 

distinguishing signs that represents the beginning of Koreatown area in this section of Midtown 

Manhattan, NY (Figure 73).  
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      Figure 73. Koreatown boundary across from West 32nd street. 

These five signs were the first signs visible when you are leaving Times Square and entering 

Koreatown. Four of these signs are bilingual, written in English and Korean, and the fifth one is 

written in Korean only. Three of the signs are banners on windows and one sign is a banner 

above the windows. These four signs advertise various activities a visitor could do in Manhattan, 

NY. The Korean sign on the side of the building indicates the name of the business. The final 

picture, taken on West 32nd street and intersection of 6th Avenue and Broadway, is a picture of 

the street sign, labeled as a government sign. Figure 74 shows how the street sign indicating 

Koreatown is written bilingually in Korean and English. All six of these signs indicate the start 

of Koreatown’s linguistic landscape due to their location on the corner of the three streets 

mentioned above.  

 

 

 

 

 

        Figure 74. Koreatown street sign. 
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 Unlike Koreatown, there were no distinct boundaries in Japantown due to the Japanese 

businesses in the area being widespread and sporadic. However, there were six photographs 

taken that show the Japanese establishments next to non-Japanese establishments. These six 

photographs come from three establishments mentioned previously, Udon West, Tonkatsu and 

the karaoke bar called J’s Bar. In Figures 75 and 76, J’s Bar and Tonkatsu both are shown next to 

several signs written in only English. The English signs all were restaurants, bars and 

government signs that belonged to other establishments in the area. They were all professional 

looking and all but the government signs were placed above the shop doorways. The signs were 

located on overhangs or were independent small, circular signs that stuck out from the side of the 

buildings. 

 

 

 

 

 

         Figure 75. J’s bar next to non-Japanese establishments. 

 

 

 

 

 

        Figure 76. Tonkatsu next to non-Japanese establishments. 
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However, the photographs taken at Udon West displays a street view of a Japanese 

establishment next to non-Japanese establishments (Figure 77).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

     Figure 77. Udon West next to non-Japanese establishments. 

Figure 77 contains six signs, two of which are signs representing Udon West. Two of the other 

signs near Udon West were commercial shop signs while the other two signs pictured above 

were shop signs. The four signs were all professional looking and were written in English, but 

had smaller writing than the Japanese Udon West signs. Despite being widespread and consisting 

of no distinct linguistic boundaries, the areas labeled as Japantown by locals do contain enough 

Japanese to indicate who the establishments represent (Japanese, 2016).  
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Discussion 

 The main purpose of this study was to examine the representation of culture and identity 

within the linguistic landscape of Koreatown and Japantown in Manhattan, NY. Two more 

reasons for this study was to examine whether Korean and Japanese were represented in their 

respective linguistic landscapes of Koreatown and Japantown and if the linguistic landscapes of 

these areas indicated a boundary between these languages and the English-speaking community. 

By examining photographs of these linguistic landscapes and their boundaries, it was possible to 

interpret whether culture and language representation occurred in the signs of these locations. 

The last purpose of this study was to examine if language planning and policies affected how the 

languages in these two areas were represented; specifically looking at the orientation of language 

on a sign. As such, the overall goal of this study was to make readers aware of the linguistic 

representation of minority groups within Manhattan, NY and how personal perceptions about 

people and language can affect their identity, cultural and linguistic representation within the 

United States.  

Language Representation 

 All photographs taken of Manhattan, NY’s Koreatown and Japantown’s landscape have 

revealed varying levels of linguistic representation. According to City Data (2016), the Korean 

language is the ninth most spoken language and Japanese language is the 23rd most spoken 

language in Manhattan, New York. When studying the photographs for this section, it is apparent 

that Koreatown contains a higher number of speakers because it contains more linguistically 

diverse signs than Japantown. Even though there were more Japanese survey participants, 

Koreatown has provided survey participants who have higher language levels and are more 

accepting of their language representation in the landscape.  
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Koreatown.  Huebner (2006) once said Asian communities come to specific areas to sell 

culturally diverse products and prosper with their business. Combining this with the knowledge 

that Koreatown is in the heart of a major fashion district, it is apparent that the Korean speaking 

minority group have managed to create a linguistically diverse space for themselves using this 

strategy. However, not only did Koreans create a diverse landscape, but were also able to prosper 

with Korean or Korean-based businesses (Figures 61 and 64).  

Out of the 153 signs photographed in Koreatown, 109 of them had Korean represented on 

it in some shape, size or order. A high number of these signs indicated the name of an 

establishment while some were more personalized and specifically geared towards the Korean 

speaking community (Figures 4 and 8). Even though there were other languages present, such as 

English, Japanese, French and Spanish, Korean was still prominent. When examining the 

photographs, it can be seen how many signs represent Korean in equal or larger sized writing 

than the non-Korean languages. Figure 78 shows how often and how large Korean is represented 

in a small section of signs within Koreatown. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 78. Koreatown establishments. 
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 However, some of these establishments have additional, banner styled signs that contain 

smaller Korean writing as well (Figure 79). These banner signs typically re-iterated the sign on 

the establishment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Figure 79. Banner signs. 

This use of additional signs in the linguistic landscape shows how Korean or English is used to 

further emphasize the name of a place. Figures 20, 26 and 27 are all signs used to advertise one 

business, but the words are all relatively the same. Each sign of the Gagopa establishment says 

the name and what it is, Gagopa Karaoke. Most of the signs that use multiple languages, mainly 

Korean and English, for advertising are also the restaurants, bars, cafes, bookstores and general 

shopping places that non-Korean people would also frequent.  

 Based on examining Koreatown’s photographs and the answers to survey question 4 

(Figure 58), the Korean language is highly represented in this linguistic landscape. Despite there 

being a low number of Korean only signs, there is a high amount of varying sizes of Korean 

writing everywhere. Many signs photographed were professional place names, some were 

professional objects and government signs and others were professional and personal advertising 

billboards. Every one of these types of sign had at least one that contained Korean in any shape 

or size. This shows that Koreatown in Manhattan, NY embodies what Huebner (2006) stated on 
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minority groups and prospering in their businesses. These groups have also prospered in 

retaining and representing their language and culture in an English speaking dominant country. 

Though, this success in creating a minority language represented landscape could be a result of 

the higher population existing in Manhattan, NY. 

Japantown. Looking at the photographs, it is apparent that Japantown is not represented 

in the same manner as Koreatown. Not only were there a significantly lower number of 

photographs taken, 32, but all establishments were either a restaurant, cafe or bar. There was 

only one establishment photographed that did not fit into one of these three types of 

establishments and it was a bookstore. Scollon and Scollon (2003, as cited in Lawrence, 2012) 

had noticed that some countries use English as a representative of “foreign taste and manners.” 

Even though Koreatown has extensive representations of the language in their linguistic 

landscape, Japantown is an area that uses its language to represent something foreign. 

Interestingly, it was the bookstore that represented the Japanese language the most 

(Figures 35, 36 and 37). Kinokuniya initially has English presented on the outside, but once you 

enter the bookstore there is an extensive amount of Japanese used on signs and products 

throughout the store. This bookstore contained one floor dedicated to English books and products 

and two other floors dedicated to imported Japanese books and products (Figure 80).  

 

 

 

 

 

          Figure 80. Kinokuniya products. 
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Based on the use of language to show foreign tastes, all the products within this bookstore 

coincides with this assumption because most were gifts or other items one would get as a 

souvenir. Figure 80 shows one of the only products sold that could possibly be labeled as an item 

not designed to show foreign tastes. 

 All other signs from Japantown could be considered advertising foreign taste due to none 

of the signs containing anything but place names or names of food items. Even Figures 40, 48, 

50 and 51, restaurants utilizing bilingual signs, show signs that have the restaurant’s name in 

English and again in Japanese. Regardless of the lack in diversity and representation of Japanese 

in the landscape, three of the four Japanese survey participants felt their language was 

represented in Japantown’s linguistic landscape. Data obtained during this study shows that this 

is not the case and Japantown cannot adequately be labeled as such based-on data received from 

Koreatown and prior studies (Backhaus, 2006; Kasanga, 2012; Lou, 2012).   

 It is interesting to note that Koreatown’s success in creating a minority language 

represented landscape could be a result of the higher population existing in Manhattan, NY. This 

city has a significantly lower number of Japanese people, ranking at 23rd, compared to Koreans 

rank of ninth most spoken language (City Data, 2016).  

Identity and Culture Resilience  

Language is a way in which community members can express their identity with similar 

people or with those of different identities. An individual or group of people can use language 

through signs and items to show their identity. Coulmas (2009) described the linguistic landscape 

as a “cultural scene, formed by interested agents whose motivations and intentions pertain to 

information contents, language choice and symbolic significance” (p. 23). Through examination 

of Koreatown’s photographs, Figures 61 and 62 provide an example of symbolic significance 
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within a linguistic landscape and Figures 63 and 64 show how language choice can change a 

landscape. In Japantown, Figures 36, 37 and 80 again represent not only language choice, but 

also symbolic significance. All survey participants of this study had displayed an understanding 

and knowledge about their language and cultural representation within their respective linguistic 

landscapes. However, survey question 7 showed there were varying degrees of acceptance over 

keeping cultural beliefs or changing to better fit into the dominant society. 

The signs shown in Figures 61 and 62 create a symbolic significance due to the shops 

both originating from Korea. Neither of these signs contain Korean, but each store was created 

and based in Korea. As such, it is symbolic to have sister stores located in Manhattan, New 

York’s Koreatown since it shows they are willing and able to sell culturally diverse products 

(Huebner, 2006). Figures 63 and 64 indicate a language choice since both businesses are Korean-

American, but having both languages on the signs is an active choice. Overall, these signs are 

only a couple out of many that create a symbolic and linguistic representation of Korean culture 

and identity. 

As mentioned previously, Koreatown has extensive representation of Korean within its 

linguistic landscape. If someone from Korea were to come to this area of Manhattan and had 

little knowledge of English, they would still function well. Not only were signs bilingual or 

multilingual, but many shop workers and pedestrians were as well. The participants surveyed in 

Koreatown all had high language levels in Korean and English. Additionally, they all had agreed 

that their language was represented in the linguistic landscape. Survey question seven poses the 

opposite opinion from what Landry and Bourhis (1997) stated would happen to ethnolinguistic 

groups social identities. The participants indicated they either changed or hid their cultural 

beliefs to fit better into American society. Even though their language was highly represented in 
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Koreatown, these participants still felt they had to change themselves. Overall, it can be 

determined that Korean culture and identity is represented in Koreatown. Despite the survey 

answers provided, the use of signs and shops has created this culturally rich environment. 

The limited use of Japanese in Japantown has created some difficulty in analyzing the 

data. Figure 36 acts as a representation of language choice and symbolic significance due to the 

conscious decision to include Japanese into the shop directions. This bookstore is actively 

catering more to Japanese customers than other speakers. However, Figures 37, 80 and 81 

represent symbolic significance because they all are products of Japan. Just like Figure 36, these 

photographs also symbolize the bookstores willingness to cater towards Japanese populations 

and are also selling culturally diverse products to non-Japanese populations (Huebner, 2006). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 81. Kinokuniya products. 

The participants interviewed in Japantown had opposite opinions about their cultural 

beliefs from their Korean counterparts. As mentioned previously, the linguistic landscape of 

Japantown does not fully support and reflect their language and culture. In spite of this 

discovery, Japanese survey participants not only felt as if their language was represented, but 

some believed their cultural identity and beliefs were strengthened while in Manhattan. As such, 
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it can be determined that the culture and identity is not represented in Japantown because a single 

establishment cannot be the single support for an area meant to contain more.  

Examining the two types of responses provided for question seven has opened the 

possibility that answers very well may differ based on if the person is born in the United States, 

recently moved here or are visitors. This determination of one’s living situation may also 

determine how a minority language is created in the linguistic landscape of the dominant 

language. In general, based on surveys and knowledge of some participants, it appears as those 

who are not born or raised in the United States are more likely to incorporate Korean or Japanese 

into the linguistic landscape. 

Personal vs. Government Policies 

Dal Negro (2009) described how linguistic landscapes can reflect the official or de facto 

language policies in a country. As previously mentioned, the United States has no official law on 

linguistic landscapes, but individual laws and attitudes for each state can create ideologies within 

the community and their linguistic landscapes. One such place is San Antonio, Texas where an 

English only policy is implemented in the schools (Hult, 2014). A result of that is a low 

concentration of Spanish in the linguistic landscape of San Antonio. By analyzing the survey 

questions three, five and six, attitudes about language can be determined and examined for 

effects on the Koreatown and Japantown linguistic landscapes (Achugar & Pessoa, 2009).  

Currently, Manhattan, NY does not have an official or de facto language policy but can 

be influenced by the personal attitudes of groups or communities, such as schools, dominant 

language communities, government, etc. Due to comprising of a wide variety of languages and 

cultures, the possible policies seen in this study are more focused on orientation of written words 

on the signs, Top-Down and Bottom-Up, and font size of the language (Backhaus, 2009; Curtin, 
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2009; Cenoz & Gorter, 2008; Dal Negro, 2009; Huebner, 2006; Kasanga, 2012; Lawrence, 

2012). Most signs in both Koreatown and Japantown’s linguistic landscape do not have a Top-

Down or Bottom-Up policy due to those languages represented larger than English. 

Koreatown has 77 signs in the landscape that could possibly represent a form of language 

policy. Some prior signs analyzed (Figures 66 and 68) show policies for place name signs. The 

signs shown in Figures 12, 13 and 14 also provide an excellent example of these policies in 

Koreatown, but are categorized at objects an commercial shop signs. Figure 12 displays a 

bilingual Korean and English sign on a mailbox and the Korean words are not only represented 

first, but are also larger than the English words. Figure 13 also displays a Korean and English 

sign on a mailbox, but the English words are written both larger and first. While Figure 13 is 

considered a Top-Down sign, Figure 12 is not due to the English words being smaller than the 

Korean. Finally, Figure 14 displays another bilingual sign that has both a Top-Down policy but 

also does not contain this policy (Figure 82).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

          Figure 82. Picture of Figure 14. 

This chalkboard sign has English words at the top that are written larger than the Korea 

words which creates the Top-Down effect. However, the Korean words are also larger than the 

rest of the English words on the sign. Separately from the policy, this sign may be specifically 
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written this way to catch the attention of Korean and English speakers, with an emphasis on 

Korean speakers. Survey questions five and six relate to representation of Korean on a sign and 

whether if it’s okay to place Korean before English. All three participants have stated that 

multilingual signs or signs with Korean first are fine depending on the location of the sign. Based 

on these answers, Figure 82/14 could be utilizing this language attitude to attract customers. 

Overall, even though only a few signs can be labeled under a Top-Down or Bottom-Up policy, 

the language attitude of an individual is more important.  

Japantown has a limited number of signs that could represent language policies within the 

area. The signs in Figure 37 were unable to be categorized due to the Japanese and English 

writing being of the same size. However, Figures 45 and 75 show a Bottom-Up policy due to the 

English words being larger than the Japanese symbols. Since Japantown has a lack of signs 

available to analyze, it can be determined that the Japanese community in this area does not have 

a strong urge to represent their identity and culture in the linguistic landscape. The survey 

questions five and six provide support to this realization about Japantown’s linguistic landscape. 

All four Japanese participants said that signs should always have English written first because 

this is America. The answers for question six again reiterated that this is America and so it is 

natural, appropriate for English to be written larger than Japanese. Based on these answers, the 

absence of Japanese establishments and language in Japantown results from a lack of 

ethnolinguistic vitality. 

Hyejeong (2014) believes that language attitudes are “based on the notion that individuals 

are not born with attitudes, but through socialisation particular attitudes are possibly ‘learned’ 

causing individuals to think or react favourably or unfavourably towards a class of objects.” 

Linguistic landscapes created from the determination of a minority language speaker are always 
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based on an individual’s ethnolinguistic vitality, the desire to retain their home language 

(Coulmas, 2009). This desire leads to the attitude that utilizing home language is important to a 

culture. Survey question three referred to whether the participant has ever felt wrong about 

speaking their home language. Two out of the three Koreatown participants said they felt fine 

speaking Korean and the third said she did not. The Japantown participants said they never felt 

uncomfortable speaking Japanese, and one further elaborated by saying she does try to speak 

English with those not in her immediate friend group. (Figure 65).  

Overall, there are some indications of a Top-Down and Bottom-Up policy within both 

linguistic landscape. However, the prominent policy for Koreatown is the ethnolinguistic vitality 

the people of that community have towards representing their language and identity in an English 

dominant society. Unfortunately, Japantown does not consist of enough signs to help analyze 

personal language policies. Nevertheless, the signs photographed and surveys analyzed help 

indicate that the Japanese communities have no ethnolinguistic vitality and are impartial to 

Japanese language representation in Japantown’s linguistic landscape. 

Physical Boundaries of a Language  

The creation of a language boundary happens through the formation of various 

categorized signs one can visually see in a landscape (Table 1). For signs to create a minority 

language linguistic landscape, there must be a “geographical territory occupied by distinctive 

language communities within multilingual states.” Koreatown and Japantown both are occupied 

by communities of Korean and Japanese speakers, but at varying population levels. As in most 

cases of minority language within the linguistic landscape, street, business, and commercial signs 

are visual indicators of the separation of those language communities and the dominant language 

community. The photographs taken at the boundaries of Koreatown and Japantown were 
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examined for indications on when the majority language ended and these minority languages 

began. 

Within Koreatown there is a substantial presence of Korean in the linguistic landscape. 

Figures 71, 72, 73 and 74 are located at the edge of Koreatown’s landscape near the entrance to 

Times Square. Figure 71 contains two bilingual place name signs, Figure 72 contains four 

bilingual place name signs and one Korean only place name sign, Figure 73 contains one Korean 

only place name sign, and Figure 74 has one bilingual street sign. These signs show the change 

from numerous signs with Korean to little or no signs containing Korean. When entering 

Koreatown, these nine signs indicate the ending of the English dominant linguistic landscape and 

beginning of Koreatown’s linguistic landscape. These signs represent the beginning of the 

boundary because they not only contain Korean on them, but are also at the edge of the street 

where Koreatown begins. 

Another means used to determine these signs as the linguistic boundary is the sounds of 

Korean music and pedestrians speaking Korean. The meaning of a linguistic boundary can be 

expanded to also comprise of auditory visuals within the landscape, music included (Barni & 

Bagna, 2015; Landry & Bourhis, 1997). Unfortunately, the auditory visuals heard in this 

landscape were unable to be photographed. Nevertheless, the Korean music and conversation 

heard was used to determine not only the beginning of Koreatown’s linguistic boundary but also 

what signs create it. 

Unlike the distinct boundaries seen in Koreatown, Japantown does not have a distinct 

edge. Figures 75, 76 and 77 show Japanese establishments next to English dominant signs and 

street. Both establishments in Figures 75 and 76 were located on the same street. Figure 75 

shows a bilingual sign and is surrounded by English place name signs. Figure 76 also shows a 
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bilingual sign that is near place name and government signs. Finally, Figure 77 shows bilingual 

commercial shop signs near English only commercial shop and place name signs. There were no 

other factors noted to be used in determining a boundary for Japantown. There was no auditory 

visual of music and Japanese conversations that could indicate where a linguistic boundary may 

start.  

Even though these signs are Japanese and English bilingual and the surrounding linguistic 

landscape is English only, no actual boundary exists in Japantown. The Asian American 

Federation (2013a) states that the area designated as Japantown in this study consists of 57% of 

the Japanese population. This may appear to be a high percentage, but Japanese is still only 23rd 

on the list of populations in the area. Even though these Japanese establishments have Japanese 

written on the signs, the area termed Japantown by locals, and for this study, does not have a 

linguistic boundary based on how wide spread over Downtown Manhattan it is.  

Conclusion and Implications 

 Despite the lack of survey participants and the limited number of photographs taken, the 

results received have provided enough data to indicate that the minority language and culture is 

highly represented in Koreatown. The Korean communities in this area have a high 

ethnolinguistic vitality which is reflected in their landscape. Located within Koreatown were 

multitudes of signs with the Korean language on them and establishments that were either 

derived from Korea or started by a Korean-American. Boundaries were visible due to the influx 

of Korean on signs and language attitudes were relatively pro-ethnolinguistic vitality. However, 

a limitation for these results would be the low number of survey participants. A higher number of 

Korean participants and inclusion of other non-Korean speakers would provide a more holistic 

view on personal attitudes towards Koreatown’s linguistic landscape. 
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Mentioned several times throughout this study is the differences between the areas 

designated as Koreatown and Japantown. Despite being termed Japantown by locals (Japanese, 

2016), Japantown would not be considered as such by anyone not from Manhattan, NY. As such, 

there was little to no signs of ethnolinguistic vitality which shows in that the Japanese language 

was not represented in Japantown’s linguistic landscape in the way that Korean was represented 

in Koreatown. While there were instances of signs containing Japanese symbols on them, there 

were a clear majority of signs not photographed. The culture and identity of this community was 

observed to only be represented in a single establishment (Kinokuniya). There were no 

distinguishable boundaries, but the few signs containing Japanese did have some Top-Down, 

Bottom-Up languages policies. The statement Scollon and Scollon (2003, as cited in Lawrence, 

2012) made about some countries using English as a representative of “foreign taste and 

manners” could be related to Japantown’s linguistic landscape. Japanese could be included on a 

sign to provide a foreign manner to the establishment, creating a higher interest level for 

potential customers. Through the analysis of participant surveys, this lack of Japanese 

community representation in the linguistic landscape could derive from their attitude of this 

being America so English only. A major limitation for these results would be the lack of survey 

participants and the lack of photographs other than Japanese establishments. A better, deeper 

understanding could be obtained about Japantown’s linguistic landscape if these were obtained 

as well. 

The overall outcome of this study shows that while Koreatown is linguistically and 

culturally represented, with support from a Korean community, both Koreatown and Japantown 

indicate to other language speakers of the presence of Korean and Japanese communities. 

Despite the various limitations to this research, this insight into these two linguistic landscapes 
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will provide future researchers with the knowledge they need to understand how these language 

communities present themselves in an English dominant society.  

Suggestions for future research. A future extension that could be implemented from 

this research study is conducting surveys about Koreatown and Japantown’s linguistic landscape 

with both minority language speakers and English language speakers. This study focused 

specifically on those who spoke Korean or Japanese, but the perceptions of native English 

speakers is just as important. This could provide a higher number of participants and wider 

variety of opinions about minority languages within an English dominant country. Surveys taken 

by native English speakers could also provide further insight into why the Top-Down, Bottom-

Up policy is used by some establishments but not others. A second aspect that could be changed 

about interviews for future research is asking additional questions about where a participant is 

from, citizen or non-citizen, and how many years they have lived in that country. Some aspects 

of the survey did not correlate with the photographs and literature review which might be fixed 

by implementing these extra questions. 

Another suggestion for future research would be to take extensive pictures of Japantown, 

including all signs not belonging to Japanese establishments. It would be beneficial to examine 

how the entirety of those street signs look and further investigate why the area is termed 

Japantown by locals. The area of Manhattan, NY may contain a high percentage of the Japanese 

population, but it is still an insignificant amount of people. The lack of linguistic representation 

and the widely-spread scattering of Japanese establishments creates a paradox between the term 

Japantown and the linguistic landscape of those streets. 
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Appendix A 

Verbal Consent Form for Participants 

 

Dear Participant,   

 

My name is Judy Golden and I am a graduate student at SUNY Fredonia. I am asking you to 

participate in a brief research study survey because I am trying to learn more about the 

Korean/Japanese languages used in the signs of Manhattan, NY. If you agree to participate, you 

will be asked a series of six questions about your language and its representation in the signs 

around you. This survey should take no more than 10 minutes of your time.  

 

Your participation in this research will not directly benefit you, but the results will be helpful to 

people who are trying to understand the representation of a minority language in the linguistic 

landscape and how some countries policies can affect this representation. Furthermore, there are 

no risks involved in this study. You are not required to be in this study and may stop your 

participation at any time during the process. Please feel free to ask questions. Your involvement 

will be kept confidential (e.g. you do not need to share your name) and you may answer only the 

questions that you feel comfortable answering. If you participate in the study I will not tell 

anyone else how you respond to the survey. If you choose to participate in this survey, please 

provide verbal consent. If you do not choose to participate in this survey, do not provide verbal 

consent.  

 

Thank you very much for your time. You have been very helpful.   

 

I verbally (circle one) AGREE/DISAGREE to participate in a survey about my language 

and its representation.  

 

I understand that all my information will be secure and remain confidential. Participation in this 

study is completely voluntary and I know that I may stop my participation at any time without 

explanation or penalty.  
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Appendix B 

Participant Survey 

 

1. On a scale of 1-5 (1-lowest and 5-highest), How well do you speak English?  

2. On a scale of 1-5 (1-lowest and 5-highest), How well do you speak Korean/Japanese? 

3. Have you ever felt like it is not okay to use your home/first language? 

YES    NO 

4. Do you feel like your language is represented in the signs of Koreatown/Japantown? 

YES    NO 

5. Do you think Korean/Japanese should be written first on a sign or English first? Why? 

6. How do you feel when English is written larger than Korean/Japanese? Why? 

7. Have you given up or changed part of your cultural beliefs or practices to fit into the 

American culture? Why? 
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Appendix C 

Observation Protocol 

Linguistic Landscaping – Photograph Field Notes 

Location/Address of Sign: 

Text of Sign: 

Languages Present: Type of Sign: Purpose of Sign: 

Attach Sign Picture Here: 

Informative Meaning: 

(Possible) Symbolic Meaning(s): 

 

Appendix D 
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CITI Certification 
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Appendix E 

HSR Approval  

 

 

 

 


